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fr0cPc$reS for selecting irbdiv+a! income tax 
returns for audit gene{ally pro?ect i!$. .tax- 
payers against aSuse. : 7. -.- 

fx=lminer> can so&times requejt returns for 
audi: without’having to explain why,.they 
need them. 

Taxpayers who pay more tax than they 
should are less likely to have their returns 
selected for audit than those who pay less 
than they should. 

Not enough is known about why taxpayers do 
or do not voluntarily compiy with the tax 
laws. 

IRS needs 10 take steps to improve Its audit 
plans and to make sure that the plans are 
followed. 
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To the Chairman and Vice Chairman 
Joint Committee on Internal 

Revenue Taxation 
Congress of the United States 

This report, one of a series of reports in response to 
your Committee’s request, addresses the Internal Revenue 
Service’s planning process and its procedures for selecting - i . 
individual income tax returns for audit. 

Sopi~es of: this report are being sent to the Director p 
Off ice of Management and. Budget; the Secretary oE the 
Treasury: and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 

Comptroller.Gener~l 
of the United States ’ 
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CCMPTROLLER GENERAL'S HQP THE INTERNAL REVENUE 
REPORT TO THE JOINT COMMITTEE SERVICE SELECTS INDIVIDUAL 
ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR AUDIT 

Department of the Treasury 

DIGEST ---e-e 

Although no major problems were evident, the 
Internal Revenue Service can improve its 
procedures for selecting individual income 
tax returns for audit. Also, congressional 
oversight of the Service's audit activities 
would be enhanced by having the agency pre- ~- 
sent the rationale behind application of 
its audit effort among the various classes 
of taxpayers. 

&'HY YOUR RETURN 'TIGHT ------------------a 
. HE SELECTED FOR AUDIT ---------wl_ ------- 

Returns can be audited by IRS service centers, 
where taxpayers file their returns, or by local 
district offices, where taxpayers have most of 
their direct contact with IRS. Most returns 
are selected for audit by a computer or by pez- 
sons other than the examiners who will be au- 
ditingthem.- , . 

, . 
Criteria ibr 

i' . . : I 
selecting returns for service 

center audit are usually so specific that per- 
sonal judgment is but a minor factor in-the 
process, (See p. 11.) 'Some returns selected 
for district office audit are chosen randomly 

-.in connection with special tests: others are 
chosen because they have a special feature, 
such as having been pr.epared by an unscrupulous 
preparer. Hut most are selected because the 
computer or an individual has determined that 
the returns, in general, have good audit poten- 
tial:.(See p. 24.) 

About 70 percent o,f returns audited by district 
offiaes are selected by a two-stage sy’stem. 
Returns first are "scored* 9s to their audit 
potential by..a qomputer. using sophisticated 
mathematical formulas- The highest scored 
returns then are.manually screened to determine 
if an audit is warranted and, in most cases, 

eZhrcl. Upon removal. the report 
cover date should be noted hereon. 
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what items of ! ncome and deductions should 
be examined. GAO and IRS tests have deter- 
mined that this system is effective, but 
these tests have concentrated on the use of 
the computer. Little has been done as yet 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the manual 
screener. (See pp. 28 and 41.) 

Taxpayers who pay more taxes than they should 
are less likely to have their returns selected 
foL audit under this system than are taxpayers 
who did not pay enough--pr'imarily because it is 
difficult for the manual screener to identify 
those who Save made overpayments. The mathe- 
matical formulas used to score returns are 
also bi: sed against the overpayer. (See 
p. 34.) 

To ovc:come this deficiency the Commissioner 
ef Internal Revenue should direct IRS to 
measure the effect of the manual screener on 
the computerized selection system and deter- 
mine..ways tg'make-tiu're that a representative 
number of returns involving overpayments are 
audited. (See p. 39.) 

IRS told CAQ it had taken steps to eliminate 
the bias in the mathematical formulas and 
planned tcx take others, directed at the manual 
screener, to better insure that a represen- 
tative number of returns invoiving overpay- 
ments would be audited. 

If IRS' plans are put into action, the manual 
screener's role in selecting returns for au- 
dit will be restricted, but he will continue 
to be responsible for determining the audit's 
scope. IRS apparently recognizes the need to 
measure the effect of the manual screener on 
the selection process and says it will con- 
sider ways to-do it.. (See p. 41.) 

Since examiners usually do not select returns 
to be audited, there is little chance for 
abuse in the selection 7' cess. But one as- 
pect of this procedure requires attention. A 
return can be selected for audit directly by 
an examiner if he determines that he needs to 
audit 

ii 



_ . -, 

--a return filed by a taxpayer for years other 
than the one being audited or 

--a return filed by another taxpayer that may 
have a bearing on the return being auditeo. 

To obtain such a return the exzliner merely 
completes a requisition and indicstes, by 
code, a general reason for wanting it. For 
example, code 40 means “prior year return” 
and code 50 means “partner :’ But the exa- 
miner dots not have to provide additionai 
explanation as to why he needs the return. 
(See p. 25.1 . ._.__ 

IRS believes that these codes sufficiently ex- 
plain why the returns are being requested and 
that any questions about an examiner’s need 
for a return can be asked by the supervisor 
before he approves the request. 

GAO disagrees. There is no assurance that 
the supervi&jt’ wilf ask ‘an-y :quest’ions -and. 
the codes alone do not explain to supervisors 
and other levels of management : . 

. - 
--why the’ examiner wants the return, - 

--what he found in auditing the primiry return-” 
that aroused his ingerest in.4 .sezandary”re- 
turn, and 

--the significance of questions that the exa- 
miner wants to pursue on the requested re- 
turn. 

Answers to these questions are important if 
IRS wants to be sure that examiners are re- 
questing returns for valid reasons. ( See 
p. 26.) 

The Commissioner--U Internal Revenue shoul? 
require examiners, when requesting specific 
returns, to explain on their requisitions 
why tney need the returns so that the re- 
quests can be. adequately. eval’ijated, . (See ‘, .’ 
p. 25.) 

. . 
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IRS says it is making a comprehensive review 
of all its codes to insure that they are prop- 
erly defined. GAO believes that in so doing, 
IRS should cozsider GAO's concerns. 

IRS‘ AUDIT PLANS. NEED-TO BE -_-_---------------------- 
IMPROVED AND NEED TO BE FOLLOWED --_---------------------_---- 

In developing its long-range audit plan for 
the 5 years ending with fiscal year 1979, IRS 
compared the value of-three long-range audit 
plans --one designed to improve voluntary 
compliance with the tax laws, one designed 
to maximize the tax -yield, and one designed _ A 
to strike a balance between these two. It 
selected the balanced plan which called for 
improving compliance through increased audit 
coverage in classes of income where compli- . .i 
ante was low, and for assigning remaining 
auditing staff to the-rest of the classes 
on 'the basis of yield.- (See pp. 46 to 51.1 

Wtile.the long-range planning process is 3aai- 
tally. sn'und ;':it could be improved. 

. i - .. 
--IRS-b%s~viirtaalfy ignored the contribution 

of'.servide center .aud-its to the rate of 
compliance. These audits do affect compli- ' 
ante because the centers contact taxpayers 
about problems on their returns. By not 
taking such audits into account, IRS over- 
estimates the staffing needs of district 
offices to meet c,ompliance goal;. 

1 
--IRS has done insufficient research to 

identify factors affecting taxpayer compli- 
ance. Preliminary research has indicated 
that audits may not be the most critical 
-factor,-but-IRS has not aggressively pursued 
this. (See p. 51.) 

*' . . 1 
IRS prepares an annual nationwide plan for the 
number of returns to be audited. Portions of 
this plan then are allocated to regional of- 
fices and on down to district offices. some 
district offices allocate the plan to groups 
of examiners within the district. (See p. 61.1 

._ . 
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Allocation to the regions is based on their 
proportion of returns with the greatest prob- 
ability of tax error--an indication of each 
reqion's relative compliance level. Thus, a 
region where compliance is apparently low 

;uld’be allocated a larger portion of the 
planned audit work than one where compliance 
is apparently high. But IRS has to adjust it?, 
nationwide plan to account for imbalances be- 
tween the number of audits that should be donr 
and the audit staff available to do them. 
Thus, some taxpayers are audited or not au- 
dited merely because of where they live. 

Regions and districts do not always follow 
these same procedures for allocating workload 
c.nd adjusting for imbalances. 

To justify a request to the Congress for more 
examiners. in. fiscal year.. 1974, IRS committed 
itself to additionai’audits and tax assess- 
ments. Then, to carry out these commitments, 
IRS dediated from its fiscal year 1974 plan 
and :directed more .audits, of medium income tax- 
payers--hiqtorical$y.the best compliars with 
the tax laws --and .les& audi,ts of other classes 
of taxpayers known to be of lesser compliance. 
(See p. 70.) This deviation was inconsistent 
with IRS’ long-range compliance goals. 

because the annual plan calls for a specific ., _. 
number of audits, it ofte.1 has been equated 
with a quota system. While GAO saw no avie- 
dence of quotas for indiviJua1 examiners, scme 
examiners told GAO they’ felt‘ pressured to com- 
plete audits and felt that this pressure pre- 
vented them from doing a quality job. 

Some examiners apparently believe that they 
are: being pressured to adhere to unreasonable 
time constraints and that IR§ is concerned 
with quantity to the detriment of quality. 
GAO does not believe, that! an annual plan * 
in and of itself, is the problem. A realis- 
tic plan can. provide, for 9, specific number of 
audits without sacrific;ic quality. But La- 
cause IRS prepares its plar based on what 
was accomplished in the past rather than what 
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can reasonably be accomplished in the future, 
GAO questions whether the plan is realistic. 
(See p. 74.) 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should 
not coV:mit IRS to a specific number of audits 
or amount of additional tax assessments to 
justify requests for more audit staff. The 
Commissioner should direct IRS to 

--consider service center audits in develop- 
ing its long-range plans, 

--try harder to uncover factors affecting 
taxpayer compliance, 

--insure that regions and districts develop 
audit work plans consistent with the na- 
‘tion61 plan, and 

~ . .I .--study the ‘efficacy.of time constraints im- . . I .,“ ..* ..: .- . I ._ y I ; : . . 
posed on examiners. (See pp. 56, 68, 33, 
and .76.) . .,.( 

1.. ;... I’ ., __ 
. . . -~- . 3 >. ‘:I *. 

IRS dces not provide the Congress with com- 
plefe information during the appcopriarion ).. 

‘process to-justify its budget requests for 
. : 

- _. additional audit staff. St does not clarify - -..- I.*.., r;. . . 
- _ what alternative long-range plans are avail- 

able or why a particular plan was selected. 
IRS does not, for example, point out that its 
long-range plan calls for different rates of 
compliance at different levels of income. 

‘Given (1) the need to assure equity in tax 
law administration and (2) IRS’ previous 
deviation from its plan, the Congress. should 
discuss with IRS its decisions regarding au- 
dit coverage. But the Congress cannot do 
that unless IRS provides it- sufficient data. 
(See p. .58.) ,. -. 

. . I ._ 8. 
Therefore, GAO recommends that the Congress 
request IRS -tQ ~ provide detailed information .’ 
on its audit plans. This information should 
be provided as a part of IRS’ annual appro- 
priation request. (See p. 60.) 

vi 
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IRS does not agree that it should consider the 
impact of all service center audits on conpli- 
ante in developing its long-range audit plan 
because 

--most. of. these audits do not fall within IRS' 
definition of tiE;udit,‘* c 

--it would be difficult to estimate the work- 
load that these audits would generate. in 
any given year, and _- 

--IRS doubts that these audits, in total, 
have the same overall effect on compliance 
as do district office audits. 

GAO believes that IRS* definition of audit 
is too restrictive for planning purposes, IRS 
is seeking unnecessary preciseness in its 
planning process by claiming that it would be 
diffi#t ‘;sz~!~,es~~~~~~~e~:pBcjr kload , and there is 
ample reason to believe the effect of service 
center: ,auditls,,o+ +$pgJe$ compliance is sub- 
staLytiqLl,,- I%( s+e $. ‘&7$ ,<, 

IRS plans to continue sealching For economi- 
cal ways to assess the factors affecting tax- 
payer "c~~~~~~drrc;i~-~~~~~~y~~.~t.,~will consider t!,e 
impact of service center audits in any such 
assessment. (See pp. 56 and 58.) 

IRS agrees that more uniformity is. needed in : . 
developing workplans and that it should re- 
frain from committing itself to a specific 
number of audits OE amount of revenue in 
justifying its requests for additional audit 
staff. IRS does not agree that a controlled 
study is necessary to evaluate the reasonable- 
ness of the time constraints imposed on its 

-examiners. It has-an alternative approach, 
however, that should help alleviate the ap- 
parently unreasonable pressure being felt by 
some examiners to close cases but, in GAO’s 
opinion, falls short of assuring reasonable 
time constraints. (See pp. 69, 73, and 76.1 

- 
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CHAPTER 1 

, 

INTRODUCTION 

In a June 18, 1973, letter, the Joint Committee on 
Internal Revenue Taxation asked us to examine the policies 
and procedures established by the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) for auditing tax returns. 

This is the first of two reports on individual income 
tax returns (forms 1040 and 1040A). In it, we review IRS' 
planning process and procedures for selecting returns for 
audit. The second report A/ addresses the audit process and 
the adequacy of IRS' controls against unwarranted tax assess- 
ments. 

. - I. . 
THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX - 

Individual income taxation in the United States began 
in 1863, was declared unconstitutional in 1895, and resumed 
with ratification of the 16th amendment to the Constitution 
and enactment of the income tax law on titober 3, 1913. 

&is tax is an important source of funds for Federal 
JperaTlons. Oi^ebout’. $294 'billion in Federal taxes collected 
in fiscal year'l475, 'individual iticome taxes accounted for , . 
sboct $156 billion (53 pcr&rit). . ' ~ 

Most income tax revenues are collected under the pay-as- 
you-go system whereby wage earners have money withheid from 
their paychecks. Self-employed persons make periodic tax 
payments iitectly to IRS. 

IRS AS ADMINISTRATOR 

IRS strives, as administrator of the tax law, to en- 
courage the highest possible degree of voluntary compliance-- 
that is, the ability and willingness of taxpayers to accu- 
rately assess their taxes. IRS communicates the requirements 
of the law to the pub1 ic, determines the extent and cacses of 
noncompliance, -- 

law. 
and does all things necessary to enforce-the 

Its enforcement activities'include auditing returns, 
collecting delinbuent 'taxes and penalties, and recommending 
prosecution of individuals who evade their tax responsioili- 
ties. . L. .<, ~ ‘- 

.? z . ,.- _.’ . 

&/GGD-76-54 to be issued later. ." ." 
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Of all enforceme?t activities, IRS considers the audit of 
returns to be the greatest stimulus to voluntary compliance. 
According to IRS, of the $1.69 billion appropriated to it for 
fiscal year 1976, about 36 percent, or $604 million, related 
directly to the audit activity , including its prorated share 
of administrative support costs. Statistics on audits of 
individual income tax returns for fiscal year 1975 follow. 

Number of returns filed in 
calendar year 1974 81,271,762 

Number of returns audited 3,160,41? 
Recommended additional tax 

..and penal ties $1.4 bill ion 

IRS audit and related activities are carried cut by the 
national office in Washington, D.C.; 7 regional offices; 
58 district offices: 10 service centers; the National Com- 
puter Center in Martinsburg, West Virginia; and the Data 
Center in Detroit, Micniga-n.. _ - ,._ ._ -, ,... 

. . 

- ,A; 

Service centers 
., ._i .. - .- r . . . 

The 10 service centers process tax returns and related 
documents using automatic and manual data processing .systems 
and high-speed processing devices , maintain accountability 
records for ‘taxes collected, and audit certain returns. 

“I’ ’ *_. *,- 
The ‘.. 

off ices pr imar il y cancer hOd wi t,h processing and a~! iting it&. 
dividual income tax returns are: 

:. . 

_ . 
, 

--The receipt and control branch, which receives and 
sorts incoming returns, remittances, and taxpayer _ 
correspondence. 

_. _ ._-_ < _, < :’ . 
--The examination branch, which prepares returns for 

computer processing and extracts information from 
returns for audit and statistical programs. 

. . . . . 

--The input perfection branch , which resolves errors 
detected during computer processing. 

- --The data conversion branch ,-which tr-rrscribes; ver i- 
.f ies; and zcorrects pertinent information on all tax * ~’ j ‘- 
returns,and related documents. 

:.. -+F..S'e caputer branch, which processes tax information : I.’ ’ : 
and documents fcr mailing to taxpayers and for internal 
use and which generates computer reportsp statistical ae j 

: information, and other information used throughout 
: . 

IRS. 
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--The classification branch, which sele-ts returns to 
be audited by the service center and maintains a sys- 
tem for (1) insuring that returns with the greatest 
tax potential are selected for audit and (2) revicwr- 
ing the audit results. 

--The correspondence audit branch, which examines and 
verifies the selected tax returns by corresponding 
with taxpayers. These audits, which involve less 
complex issues, are done by tax examiners. 

National Computer Cen teE 

The National Computer Center establishes, maintains, 
and updates the individual master fil 4 (a record of all in- 
dividual income tax filers) through a large-scale computer 
system. All tax data and related information pertaining to 
individual income taxpayers are posted so that this file 
reflects a current record of each taxpayer’s account. 

The Computer Center receives information on filed tax 
... returns from the, 10 service centers.. In addition to updating 

the master. file, the Computer Center uses the information to 
determine each return’s audit potential, Audit potential is 
determined through, formulas programed into the computer. 
Using these formulas‘, the computer assigns weights to certain 
basic return characteristics and totals the weights to arrive 
at a score for .each return, The higher the score, the greater 
the probability that an audit* of. that return will result in a 
signif ican t tax change. This scoring process is referred to 
as the discriminant function (DIF) system. 

District offices 

Under the direction of the national and regional offices, 
district offices administer districtwide programs for select- 
ing and examining tax returns. A typical district audit divi- 
sion is composed of: 

! --An examination branch, which is staffed by revenue 
---- 
I 
I 

6 / 

agents and/or tax auditors A/ who are supervised-by- - 
group managers. Revenue agents usually have a college- 
education with a major in accounting. An accounting 
major is preferred because the agent is expected to re- 
solve tax issues requiring a.high degree of accounting 

i - ‘. . . _ ,.-_. 
i/Where appropr ia te , revenue agents and tax auditors will be 

referred to collectively as examiners. 

3 
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and auditing skills. Agents conduct their audits by 
interview usually at the taxpayer’s home or at the 
taxpayer’s or his representative’s place of business. 
Generally, tax auditors have a college education or its 
equivalent but are not required to have any accounting 
or related business subjects. Before advancing to the 
journeyman level, however, they are required to have 
six units of accounting and are given IRS training in 
accounting and auditing techniques that enables them 
to examine most- individual .tax .returns. They conduct 
their audits either by correspondence or by interview, 
usually at an IRS office. 

--A returns program management staff, headed by a returns 
-. program manager, which develops and administers dis- 

trict programs for selecting returns for audit. 
Classifiers --examiners temporarily assigned to this 
staff--screen returns to determine their audit poten- 
tial. 

--A review staff, which reviews completed audits to as- 
sure that the examiner did a quality job and that the - 
tax liability has been properly determined. 

--A conference staff, which meet s 7with taxpayers who dis- 
agree with examiners’ findings azd attempts to settle 
their disputes. 

--A service branch, which maintains control over tax re- 
turns, types form letters and other correspondence to 
taxpayers, and performs other miscellaneous services. 

In some districts, some of these functions 
consol ida ted. 

Data Center ---- 

The Data Center generates statistical 
management to monitor audit activities and 
effect on voluntary compliance. 

and staffs may be 

reports used by 
evaluate the it 

SCOPE O_c REVIEW 
--- 

We examined IRS policies, procedures, and practices in 
selecting individual income tax returns for audit. We 

--reviewed pertinent IRS records: 

d.. 

:_ 

I- 
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--interviewed classifiers, tax auditors, revenue agents, 
group managers, and other IRS personnel; and 

--reviewed 1,516 randomly seiected files on individual 
income tax audits closed in 1973. 

We-did our work at IRS' national office in Washing- 
ton, D.C.; its Dallas, Philadelphia, and San Francisco re- 
gional offices: its Baltimore, Cheyenne, Los Angeles, and New 
Orleans district offices; and its Kansas City and Memphis 
service centers. The four district offices serve Maryland 
and the District of Columbia, Wyoming, the southern half of 
California, and Louisiana, respectively. 

1. . , :’ , / 

. *_ _.’ . .’ 
. . ,.. . . : , P . . 

: , , .-.s T ! _ .; . - . .* . . 1 . . . . . 
,_ a.,- , : .‘.. r 

,  ‘ ;..r” . . : .  ._ . ,_-.  
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CHAPTER 2 

WHY YOUR RETURN MIGHT BE 

SELECTED FOR SERVICE CENTER AUDIT 

Two questions that arise in most taxpayers@ minds are: . 
How does IRS select returns for audit? and will my return 
be selected? 

3.7. 

- a., ? 

.I, : . . . 

r 

,.:. 

I. r . 

If audit is broadly defined to -mean any review of a 
tax return, then all individual income tax returns are 
audited. During initial processing, the service centers re- 
view all returns to determine, among other things, whether 
they contain deductions that appear unallowable under the 
law and to verify the taxpayer’s computations. In fiscal 
year 1975, for example, the service centers computer-verified 
comptitations on about 81 million returns. As a result, 2 mil- 
lion taxpayers .had their liabilities increased by $270 million 
and 1.8 million taxpayers had their liabilities decreased by 
$163 million. Also, all individual returns are evaluated by __ 
a computer ‘to determine their audit potential. . 

If the definition of audit is 1 ini ted to situations 
where IRS questions something on the return other than a 
mathematical error and gives the taxpayer a chance te su~sork 
the ques t-ioned item, then only a small percentage of indiiBid-+ 
ual income tax returns are audited. Xn fiscal year 1375, 
for example, service centers audited l,321,861 returns and 
district offices audited 1,838,558 returns or 1.6 and 2.3 
percent, respectively, of the 81 million returns filed in 
calendar year 1974. . 

In this report, we use the iimited definition of audit, 

IRS uses an even more limited def ini tian. According to 
IRS, an audit is made only when an examiner has to inspect 
a taxpayer ’ s records-- which definition excludes most of the 
service center audits included 5y our definition becectse, in 
most cases, the service centers do not have ko inspect tax- _ 
pa-yer-records. Using- its definition, IRS sti tistics show 
that it audited 1,941,042 individual rezurns in fiscal year 
1975: 1,838,558 by district offices and 102.48% by service 
centers. 

IRS points out that 1,941,042 examinations were con- 
ducted pursuant to 26 U.S.C. 7602 which authorizes %WS to 
examine books’ and witnesses. The other P,2299377 audits are 
characterized by IRS as “limited contacts.’ IRS believes 
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these contacts should not be considered audits for management 
or planning purposes. For the reasrls set forth in chapter 5, 
we disagree. 

‘SELECTION OF RETURNS FOR 
SERVICE CENTSR AUDIT 

Most returns audited by service centers are selected for 
audit becar;se they involve relatively simple and readily iden- 
tifiable problems that can be resolved easily by mail. Such 
audits are made under seTera different programs. 

Program 

Number of returns 
Audi ted in Percent 

fiscal year 1975 total (note a) 

Unallowable i terns 952,120 
Read of household 209,405 
DIF correspondence 67,259 5 
Information returns 34,838 
Mu1 tiple filers 9,765 i 
Federal-State cooperative- 7 9,076 1 
All other 39,398 3 

Total - 1,321,861 101 Z 
$/Total exceeds 100 percent due to rounding. 

Unallowable i terns program 

XRS questions i terns on individual income tax returns, 
id ntified manually and by computer , which appear to be unal- 
lowable by law. Of about 81 million individual returns filed 
in caleqdar year 1974, the service centers questioned about 
952,OOC because of unallowable items--about 1 return for ezery 
85 filed. 

During 1974 the unallowable items program covered 51 
items. I/ For example, IRS instructions provided that a 
casualtji or theft loss will be identified as unallowable if in- --. 
formation on or attached to the-return indicates that the tax---- 
Payer . 

- 

-__ 

--is claiming the full loss without deducting the first 
$100, ..- . :, : 

--BP c 
L/For 1976 the’ number of unallowable items increased to 64. 

[ See app. I:. . ) 
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--is claiming-more than one casualty loss without de- 
ducting $100 for each loss, 

--has added $100 to his loss rather than deducting it, 
-or - 

--is claiming losses which in themselv.es are unallow- 
a31e, such as termite losses and lost but not stolen 
items. 

In addition to the 51 items, the examination branch can 
identify other items that appear to be unallowable by law. 
For example, if an examiner notices that a form W-2 is for 
a fiscal year rather than a calendar year, he codes the re- 
turn unallowable and attaches a note identifying the problem 
for audit personnel. 

Head of household program ----- -----_ --- 

IRS identifies returns on which the-taxpayers appear to 
have erroneously claimed the unmarried head of household tax 

. rate, sl~ch as returns in- which the taxpayer claimed only one 
exemption. These tax returns are identified by computer. 
IRS determines if the taxpayers are entitled to the unmarried 
head of household rate by sending them a short questionnaire 
requiring yes or no answers-. 

DIF correspondence program a ---I_ 

Classifiers request the highest DIF-scored low- and 
medium-income AOAbUSiAeES returns, review them, select those 
to be audited by the service center or the district offices, 
and accept the remaining returns as filed. Returns are 
designated for audit by the service center if they involve 
problems that can be resolved easily by mail (such as interest 
and contributions) and if information on the return indicates 
that the taxpayer can communicate effectively in writing. 

. -, 

Information returns program -- 

IRS enters ~information on-certain types of income, such -- - 
as wages, dividends, and interest. from a taxpayer's return 
into a computer for comparison with inftirmation filed by em- 
ployers, banks, aAd dividend-paying establishments and witn 
Social Security Administration wage information. 3roa thr 
comparison, an inventory of potential underreporters is 
generated, from which the audit division selects specific re- 
turns on the basis of tax potential. For each return se- 
lected, a computer-printed transcript is prepared, csrqaring 
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the amount and type of income reported on information docu- 
ments with that reported on the taxpayer’s return. The tr sn- 
scripts are than screened by seLvice center audit personnel 
to further evaluate tax potential, and the returns of eopar- 
ent underreporters are selected for classification. In 
classif ication, the tax retu’ns are compared to the tran- 
scripts to identify deviations. If a determination can be 
made that the taxpayer reported all income but in the ilrong 
place on the return or that the amount of the cumulative 
discrepancy is minimal, the return is accepted as filed. If 
the cumulative discrepancy is large, however, the- return is 
sent to the correspondence audit branch for examination. 

Multiple filers program --- ---------- 

IRS identifies instances where more than one return has 
oeen filed for a single year under the same social security 
number. The National Computer Center checks returns to 
identify multiple filings and returns so identified are 
extracted for audit. Classifiers review the returns to de:. 
termine whether they should be audited by the service cen- 
ter or by the district pffice. ,The basic .cf i>ter i-on. fo,r t.hi,s . 
decision is the complexity of the case.’ For examfile, Wo 
joint returns filed by the same taxpayer will be selected 
for examination by the service center while two nonjoint _ _, 1 
returns involving duplicated dependency exemcticns or’de- 
ductions will be forwarded to the district office. 

Federal-State cooperative audit prpqram .----- ---- _ _ ,,_ .._ . . . . -~I, 

Copies of examination reports from State tax agencies 
are referred to the service center for association with 
Federal returns. These reports and the associated Federal 
returns are reviewed by classifiers to identify the returns 
to be examined. If the State audit adequately covered -11 
major issues, the return is selected for service center 
audit; if not, the return is referred to the approGI:iate I’ “- 
district office for audit. 

Claims -- 
--. 

This program involves the. verification of...refund claims . 
and amended returns filed by. taxpayers, wi*th i.ss,ue’s’ that can’, 
be effectively nandled by correspondence. Other cl‘aimS are 
audited by the district office.. Kansaq City sery,icq center 
guidelines for this program, for example, ‘provide, in $rt,“’ . 
that an evaluation be made of all documents..in, the file. If, 
enough information is available to reasonably .ac.cPpt. the .: t 
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claim or if the claim is not worthy of examination, i t is to 
be accepted. Also, if the item on the claim would,not have 
been questioned on the original return, it is not to be con- 
sidered .questionable on the claim. 

:.. I 
Social security referral ------a -- 

Social security forms OAR-7000 [Notice of Determination 
of Self-Employment Income) are referred to service centers 
when the Social Security Administration has made a determina- 
tion-of self-employment income. The referrals involve ad- 
justments to tax returns for self-employment and, possibly, 
income tax. If the potential tax change is less than a 
specified minimum amount, the returns are accepted as filed, 
unless there are other audit issues. 

--z=%IWzerest paid cn redemption of H bonds 

Federal Reserve Banks send copies of informicion repxts 
on H bond payees to the-service center for the district in . 
which the bank ‘is located, The taxpayer service division 
assembles these reports with the payees’ tax returns and re- 
fers them for classification by audit personnel. :’ ’ +’ ” 

gighway use tax . -. 3 ‘. 

Service centers received information, through ‘a private 
organization, on State motor vehicle registrations. The in- 
formation was matched with highway use tax returns to deter- 
mine deficiencies. Return 7 with apparent deficiencies were 
sent to classifiers who screened out cases involving a large 
number of vehicles. Thti:e cases were forwarded to the appro- 
priate district office: cab-2 involving a small number of 
vehicles were retained for service center examination. This 
service center program was discontinued in November 1975. 

Runaway parents 
-. -. $F 

-- St&e--welfare agencies periodically requested-the last 
known address of. a parent who had deserted and no longer sup- 
ported his or her fa.lrrily. In addition to supplying the ‘re- 
quested addresses, IRS used the names and social secur i ty 
numbers provided by the welfare agencies to identify roturfis 
for audit by checking whether the runaway parent had claimed 
a spouse and/or children as exemptions. Only nonjoint re- 
turns wer3 selected for examination by the service centers: 

. ’ 
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joint returns were referred to the appropriate district of- 
fice. This service center program was discontinued as.of 
November 1975. 

I 

I 
- - - - 

Not every return meeting the criteria for audit under 

I 
one of the service center audit programs is selected for 

I 
audit by the service centers. If, for example, a return 
meeting the audit criteria for the unallowable items pro- 

( 
gram is found to contain ether audit problems, it will be 
referred to the appropriate district office. A return will 
not be selected for audit if the classifier determines that 

I the additional tax would be minor. 

i CONCLUSIONS 

i 

Returns selected for service center audit involve rela- 
tively simple and readily identifiable problems that can be 
resolved by mail. , Many are selected because t.hey have a 
special feature I ‘such as an unallowable item or a question- 
able use of the head of household tax rate, th‘lt, in effect, 
flags them for. audit. . . ‘. 

. . I 
He did not review each service ‘center audit program in 

. 

.-&a 
i- T .* 

sufficient depth to enable us to comment on the adequacy of 
the selection procedures and practices. We can sayI however, . ’ 
that the procadures adequately protect against abuse in the 
selection process. Most of the returns and audit i=sues are 
identified either by the computer or by persons totally sep- 
arate from the audit function. Other returns and issues, 
such as those in the Federal-State cooperative audit program, 
are actually identified by agencies outside IRS. Also, with 
two exceptions, the criteria for selecting returns for au- 
dit by the service center are so specific that judgment plays 
only a minor role in the process. The two exceptions are 
the DIF correspondence and the claims programs that require 
classifiers to decide which returns and which issues on those 
returns should be-audited. - Even here, however, the decision- 
is being made by someone other than the person who will be 
responsible for. -auditing the return. 

,C 
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CHAPTER 3 

. . WHY YOUR RETURN MIGHT BE SELECTED. --B-w 

FOR DISTRICT OFFICE AUDIT -- 

Host returns audited by district offices involve issues 
tha-t are not as readily identifiable or as easily resolved 
as those audited by service centers. Some returns are se- 
lected because of some special feature, such as a preparer 
whom the Internal Revenue Service has reason to believe is 
unscrupulous. Most, however, are selected because IRS has 
determined, through the discriminant function system, that 
the return has good audit potential. 

The various reasons why a return might be selected for 
district office audit are listed in appendix III and are 
segregated into the following six major categories, as il- 
lustrated for fiscal year 1975. 

I -. 
*. 

Number of 
Maj'or sqlec,tion returns 

categoriz audited --- L _*.; ~ :- 
Computer seEecti*n-.‘:.' . 

(DIF) -(note-a) 1,266,103 
Audits initiated by 

IRS and others 178,025 
Claims and other re- 

quests for refunds 64,043 
Related pickups 91,298 
Multiyear audits 88,145 
,Miscellaneous 150,144 -- 

Percent 
of total 

returns 
audited 

68.8 

9.7 16.1 

3.5 .9 
5.0 i6.5 
4.8 11.3 
8.2 18.0 

Percent of total c. i. 1. . . 
additional tax and 

penalties recom- -: 
mended for 
assessment 

,, ;, '. 
_I_--- . .; I 

., ::' . : :: 
_ .- 

37;2 

Total 1,838,558 

a/DIF accounted for about 98 percent of the returns audited 
under this cat-- - - 

COMPUTiRi-ZiD'SEIECTION 'PROCESS 
: 

-- 2 . . 

t3efore 1961 individual tax returns were selected for : " . 
audit by a manual screening process. This process had sev- 
era1 shortcomings, including: : -_. 

. 
-> .: 
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--A poor use of highly skilled audit personnel. Hundreds _. - 
1 
! 

of experienced examiners were assigned annually to .,a 
screen 15 to 20 million returns. 

.g 
. .-= ^ _i- 

1 --A lack of -uniform criteria in the selection process . . 

I because of the large role played by professional 
3 udgnen t . 

-e 
--An inability to consider all returns for audit because 

of the nuniber. of ‘returns filed each year. For example, 
before 1962, 15 to 20 miliion returns were screened 
each year, about one-fourth of the number filed. 

Thus, some returns with lesser tax changes were acdited, and 
some returns with potentiaily greater tax change2 never 
entered the screening process. 

In 1962 IRS began screening tax returns by computer. 
This method made use of 38 to 50 different classification 
criteria, depending on- the type of return. Most of the cri- 
ter ia were i tern ratios, 6tieh ‘;ag th+?fdtio of contr ibutions 
to reported income. At first, any return meeting me of .the 
cc iter ia was identified for audi,t p and the number of returns 
identified greatly exdeeded PRS’ audit capacity. Experienced 
audit personnel wsre c&lee on to manually screen thr 
computer-identified -retbins %nij-weed -out those with iess 
audit potential to arri’+e at’ ‘& mdtiaG&ablo workload. 

. I. 

.I 

- _. . 
The triter ia identification approach was modified in 

1966. Returns were ranked by the number of individual cri- 
teria each met, and those meeting the greatest number of 
criteria were identified for examination first. This ap;-k -_.T 
preach was instituted on the ;heory that the greater the 
number of criteria a return met, the greater the audit poten- 
tial . Aud it r e&u1 tS improved, and manpower requirements for 
manual screening were further red’uced . 

Although this system was an improvement over the manual 
process, it was still -inadequate. Weighting factors could v- - 
not be applied to th’ criter.la used in- the selection process; 
large numbers of examin‘ers we?‘e s’ti21’ needed to perform : 
secondary screening:’ de& prbcessing costs were relatively 
high: and only marginal success in identifying returns with 
high audit potential was a&iPved .’ ’ 

-. 

.e 

. 

Development of’ the DIFxstafi ,-.’ -s- .- -, I. : ,. 
To correct the problems ‘exp&rienced with the;e early 

_ , 

4s - 
_, 

computer i zed selection sys terns, IRS undertook a project to 
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develop an effective and economical method- of.selecting 
individual tax returns for audit. 

Tne objective was to screen the 70 to 80 mill ion in- 
dividual returns filed each year and then rank them as to 
audit potential. IRS hoped to (1) reduce the. amount of 
computer time and manpower required to screen the returns, 
(2) direct auditors to the more productive returns, and 
(3) reduce the likelihood of auditing returns that were 
correctly prepared. 

This project involved using 1961 Audit Research Program 
data to test the feasibility of developing effective mathema- 
tical formulas to select returns for audit, The Audit Re- 
search Program, a forerunner of IRS' Taxpayer Compliance 
,sleasurement Program (TCMP), involved auditing a random sample 
of low income business returns. After this test proved suc- 
cessful, formulas were developed for all classes of individ- 
ual returns using TCMP data. TCWP is a program for measuring 
and evaluating taxpayer compliance characteristics through 
specialized audits of randomly selected tax returns. The 
individual return-phase of this program was begun in 1964 
with a random sample of 1963 returns. Later TCMP cycles in- 
volved random audi’ts of 1965, 1969, 1973, and 1973 returns.- .: 

Data from TCMP audits provided the basis for groupiny 
returns by the amount of tax change after audit. Items on 
the tax-returns (referred to as variables), such as adjusted 
gross income, filing status, other dependents, rents and 
royal ties, depreciation, repairs, and other expenses, were 
mathematically related to one of two tax change groupings-- 

-.returns with little or no audit potential and returns with 
a high probability of tax increase, The variables which 
helped best to separate the returns into these two groups 
were weighted and the weighting factors become the basis 
for the returns selection process. 

The statistical process which determines the appropriate 
weighting factors is called disctimLlant function analysis. 
During the initial-stages vf-development, IRS attempted to 
assign the weighting factors using certain modifications of 
classical discrimiqant function analysis. (See app. IV for 
a discussion of the mathematical process involved. ) IRS also 
contracted with a private firm to develop weights using a 
similar, but proprietary, technique. According to IRS, when 
the two weighting #systems were evaluated they were found to 
be compar.able, but ‘IRS chose the contractor"s method because 
at that time IRS had limited data processing support and 
skilled resources to develop all the formulas on a timely 
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i basis. This method became what is now called the DIF s!-stem. 
We did not examine the contractor's methodology because-of 
its proprietary nature, a lthough discussions with IRS indicate 
that it does not differ significantly from the classical 
approach. 

The DIF score of a return is the sum of the weighted 
variables, and the highest scored return has the greatest 
audit potential. The DIF system for individual returns be- 
came fully operational in 1970. 

The process of assigning weights to certain return 
characteristics and scoring the return is accomplished through 
the use of mathematical formulas. At the time of our review, 
IRS had a formula for each of the following audit classes. 

DIF focmJla Adit class (note a) --I_ --- -- 

I 

i - 
1 

I 

I I. -- 

1 

2 

3 

I 

5 

6 

-I 

8 

9 

10 

. . 
LOW nonbusiness--Standard (adjusted gross income less . 
than $10,000) excluding returns with interest and 
dividends of more than $200, other income, or adjust- ~ : 
mepp to income. -_ . . ._ 

-.. ._. 

LOW nonbusiness--Itemized (ad justed gross income less 
than $113,000) including returns with standard deductions 
and vith,interest and dividends of more than 5200, other 
income, or adjustments to income. 

&XI business--Schedule C or F (adjusted gross income 
less than 910,000). : 

Low business--Schedule P for Office of International 
Operations use only (adjusted gross income less than 
$10.0001. 

Hedium nonbusiness--(adjusted gross income of S10.000 
bdt less than 550,000). 

medium business--Schedule C (adjusted gross income of 
$10,000 but les,s than $30,000). 

Hedium business--Schedule P (adjusted ~gross income of 
SlO,OOO but less than $30,000). 

High nonbusiness--(adjusted gross income of $50,000 
or more). 

High business--Schedule C (ad juslii%-qmss incme of 
S30,OOS or more); 

Leigh business--Schedule P [adjust&d gross income of 
S30,OOO or more). ._ 1 

/To measure voluntary compliance and allocate its audit resources, 
IRS groups taxpayers into audit classes on the basis of adjusted 
gross income. The business classes are for taxpayers who attach 

:a Schedule C (Profit and Doss from Business or Profession) or 
Schedule P (Farm Income and Expense) to their returns. These 
should not be confused vith corporate returns. The nonbusiness 
classes are for all other individual taxpayers. 

G 
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New DIF fo;r?ulas used to score the 1973 individual tax 
returns differed from those previously used, in that (1) s me 
of the new formulas were developed by IRS statisticians, 
(2) information obtained from the 1969 TAMP was used for the 
new formulas whereas the previous formulas were based on 
1965 TCMP data, and (3) the new formulas allowed IRS to use 
items from prior years' returns, such as number of depend- 
ents, when scoring the current year's return. 

IRS feels that,. since DIF has been used to score tax 
returns, it has been possible to demonstrate that the higher 
the DIP score, the more frequently an audit results in a tax 
change. It should be noted that DIF is not a substitute for 
but, rather, an aid to manual screening. DIF provides A 
method of differentiating between returns with a high likeli- 
hood of tax change and those with a lesser likelihood. Re- 
turns-identified as having a high likelihood of change are 
still screened by classifiers who determine--by reviewing the 
entire return, including supporting schedules, and using judg- 
ment based on experience --whether the returns warrant audit. 
Thus * thrcugh DIF, IRS tries to increase. the frequency of 
auditing-returns that need to be audited. 

Returns selection 'methodology study ------- .I _~( ". 
IRS is seeking ways 

ing 0the.r 'approaohes 
to improve the DIP system and explor- 

to'supplement or replace DIP. 

The returns selection methodology study included (1) in- 
vestigating and suggesting ways to improve older DIF formulas, 
(2) investigating ways to better compare and evaluate those 
formulas developed under contract with those developed by IRS, 
(3) examining the feasibility of a two-stage formula that 
combines discrimination with predictive capability, (4) devel- 
oping formulas for two groups of districts so that district 
differences cstild be examined, (5) developing a model which 
would into: & orate audit-corrected information from TCMP in 
DIF formulas, (6) etaluating potential predictive techniques-- 
such as stepwise multiple regression--that would allow IRS 
to predict the size qf the tax change&om tax return charac- 
ter istics , crzd (7) investigating the feasibiliky of applying 
other mathemat'cal and statistical techniques in the returns 
selection.process to oveicome the effects of interrelation- 
ships between return characteristics and enhance the poten- 
tial capability of ra?gression techniques. 

. _ 

I 
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Selecting returns by DIF -v---e- - 

Returns selected for audi t uqder the DIF system accounted 
for abcut 70 percent of all returns audited in fiscal year 
1375. A detailed description of how these returns are se- 
lected for audit follows. 

_ _ 
Service centerzrations ------- ---- 

A service center, after receiving a. return, processes it 
through- several stages. Such information as the taxpayer’s 
name and address, gross income, withholding credits, refund 
due, and specific information used in computing the DIF score, 
is entered into the computer. 

From the data entered, the computer produces two magnetic - 
tapes at the end of each day--a “good” tape and an “error” 
tape. On the error tape are items that are not correct; 
for example, the taxpayer may have added wrong or used the 
wrong tax table. . . 

An error register,-which is.printed from the error tape, 
and the related returns are then sent to tax examiners who 
review each item on the reg,ister and track down the cause of. 
the discrepancy. In most instances* the process involves 
referring back to the tax return. After correction, the data 
is put on a good- tape,which is then transferred to the Na- 
tional Computer Center . 

These service center processes are depicted in figure 1. a 
National Computer Center operations w-s -a- se-- 

Information received from service center tapes is us?d 
by the National Computer Center to score the returns. Each 
return is scored by the applicable DIF formula. 

For each audit class, a minimum DIF score is established. 
Returns with scores at or above the minimum are listed on a 
DIF i_nventory file; returns with scores lower than the minimum 
are excluded . --- 

After processing a-t the Computer Center, tapes from the 
DIF inventory files are shipped to the service centers. From 
the tapes the ceneers produce weekly inventory reports, which 
show the scores of DIF returns by audit class and post of . 

c, 
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duty. l/ These reports provide the district with the 
capabiiity of ordering the highest scored returns. 

. . District off ice operations 

The district returns program manager periodically orders 
DIF returns from the service center. The- returns are usually 
ordered by audit class and district and, where workload short- 
ages exist, by post of duty. Returns with the highest DIF 
scores are sent to the district where classifiers (examiners 
temporarily detailed to the returns program management staff) 
manually screen them to segregate those in need of audit from 
those not in need of audit. . 

In other words, the computer, using formulas developed 
from TCMP data, evaluates the audit potential of every in- 
dividual tax return filed and, by assigning scores, separates 
those with a high likelihood of tax change from those with a 
lesser 1 ikel ihood. Then the classifiers, using judgment 
based on experience, evaluate the high-scored returns and 
determine which warrant audit and whic,h do not. A-r-e-turn, 
for example, may ‘have re;ceived”a high scdre because of cer- ’ . - ’ . 
tain unusually large deductions. The classifier,- however, 
upon reviewing the return , may see attached to the return 
what the computer’ could not see-- ditafled 
port of the deductions--and,, 

schedules in sup- 
in the absence of other ques- 

tionable i terns, will determine that. the return does not 
warrant audit’. ._ 

* .I 

Classifiers’ decisions to select or reject returns for 
audit are subject to review by the returns program manager 
to insure that the. classifiers exercised good judgment and . 
arrived at their decisions in accordance with established 
procedures. 

Most audits of DIF-seiected returns are not comprehen- 
sive but are limited to certain questionable i terns on the 
return. The scope of aud.its of nonbusiness returns per- 
formed by tax auditors is determined by the classifiers. 
The scope of audits of business returns by tax-auditors ati- 
all audits by revenue, agents is determined by the exam=rs 

_ 

after a classifier has 'detk.tmined the return has audit po-, 
ten tial . . . i.. 

I_-------- 

&/Each district is divided into geographical segments served 
by local offices called posts of d.yty. 
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When screening nonbusiness returns, classific!rs evaluate 
whether the income and deductions reported on the return woul~l 
leave the taxpayer with enough money to cover necessary non- 
tax-deductible expenditures , such as for food and clothing. 
They also look for inconsistencies such as those between the 
type of employee business expenses claimed and the taxpayer's 
occupation, the expenses reported for real estate tax and 
home mortgage interest and the area where the taxpayer re- 
sides, and the asset value and asset life claimed for depre- 
ciation on rental income property. They also look for such 
things as misciassification of long- and short-term capital 
gains and losses; suspiciously rounded figures; and areas 
where past experience has shown taxpayers are more apt to 
mdke errors, such as bad debts. 

. . 

-;, _- 

On business returns, examiners look for the same items 
and inconsistencies as on nonbusiness returns, plus such 
matters as adequacy of the amount of gross receipts or cost 
of goods sold for the type of business conducted; reasonable- 
ness of business asset values and asset life claimed for 
depreciation; and unusually large amounts in accounts that. 
might improperly include-such personal expenses as -legal 
fees, insurance, and travel and entertainment. 

After a classifier selects a return for audi'i, he detcr- 
mines whether the examination.should be made by a tax auditor - 
or a revenue.agent, depending on the complexity of .the issues 
involved and the.degree, of accounting and auditing skills re- 
quired to properly perform the audit. Less complex returns 
are audited by tax auditors; more complex returns are audited 
by the more highly qualified revenue agents. 

_. . 

Classifiers also prepare a checksheet for each return 
selected for examination by a tax auditor. These checksheets 
(1) indicate the particular items to be considered in the 
examination, (2) indicate whether the examination should be 
handled by correspondence or interview, (3) assist group man- 
agers in screening returns before assignment, and (4) assist- 
in evaluating the classification program--the items classified 
are compared to the items adjusted after audit to evaluate the 

-~ effectiveness-of the classif i ;rs in pinpointing questiun-ab-f-e - 
items. Checksheets can, at the discretion of the district 
office, be prepared for returns selected for examination by 
revenue agents. 

Post of duty operations 
.: 

Retur-ns se'lected for audit by classifiers are sent; at 
regular intervals, to local offices called posts of duty. 
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Before a return is sent to the post of duty, a . 
centralized group, such as the district office service 
branch, may notify the taxpayer that his return has been 
selected for audit and tell him to either bring or mail 
certain records to IRS. Tne return is then stored centrally 
and is not shipped to the post of duty until the taxpayer 
has mailed In his records or until immediately before the 
scheduled interview. 

The group manager at the post of duty assigns returns to 
examiners on the basis of such factors as priority; geographi- 
cal cover age : and examiner ’ s experience, specialization, 
and/or war kload . When the taxpayer has not already been con- 
tacted, the manager may screen the returns to (1) eliminate 
those he believes do not warrant examination and (2) insure 
that there is not some item on the return that should be con- 
sidered during the audit but is not noted on the classifica- 
tion checksheet. If he be1 ieves a return war rants examina- 
tion, he assigns it to an examiner who may again screen the 
return for audit potential if the taxpayer has not already 
been contacted. If the taxpayer has already been. contacted, 
the ieturn isenot screened again at the post of duty because 
any changes as a result of that screening could cause tax- 
payer relations problems:. . -: 

If, upon screening: 
. . 

t'he &xaminek'determines that a return 
has audit potential, it. becomes part of his inventory. If the 
examiner feels it does not have. audit-potential, he presents 
his reasoning to the- group manager for final decision. If 
the manager agrees, the return is sent back to the service 
ten ter : if he does not agree, the return is audited, 

Pertinent statistics 

Under the-DIP system .(computer scoring plus manual 
screening), all returns-are evaluated for audit potential but 
relatively. few are actually audited. Por exemple, according 
to IRS: 

--74.4 million individual income tax returns were proc- ---- 
f - essed and scored in 1972. --- 

! 
. 

--Of these, 2.2 million were ordered by the district 
offices for classification. 

. .‘ 
--As of D&~mbe~ 31’; 1973, 0.7’million of these returns 

* . 
. . 
J. had been audited, .l. 4 million had not been audited 

either because. the classifier *or group manager deter- 6 
mined that they did not wa*ran’t audit or because they 

I I I. -- 
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could not be audited due to staffing limitations, and 
0.1 million were either still in the audit stream or 
were unaccounted for. . , . . : 

NON-DIF-SELECTED RETURiJS ----e--e _ 

In fiscal year 1975, about 30 percent of the returns 
audited by district offices were selected for audit for rea- 
sons other than their DIF scores. The reasons fall into five 
major categories . 

Audits initiated by IRS and others ---a----- 

The return preparers program , which is directed against 
unscrupulous tax return preparers , accounted for 53 percent 
of all returns audited in this category and 5 percent of--all - 
returns audited by district offices. One IRS method for iden- 
tifying questionable preparers is to have examiners prepare a 
report for the Intelligence Division whenever a return is ad- 
justed for obviously unsupported items. As the Intelligence 
Division accumulates these reports , repeating preparers are 
noted and. investigations are 'initiated to determine if they 
are guilty of fraudulent practices.- Put simply, the returns 
selected for audit under this program are selected because 
IRS has reason to believe that the preparer of the return is 
unscr upul-ous. 

Other returns included in this category are selected on 
the basis of information reports. Whenever an employee in 
the Audit Division receives information, from an audit or a 
third party, that a return filed or to be filed by a taxpayer 
will result in an additional or delinquent tsx liability, he 
is to prepare an information report. This report, containing 
the source and nature of the information received, is sub- 
llitted to ttz emplcyee ‘s immediate supervisor for approval. 
The supervisor is to approve the report only if it appears 
that the audit effort required would generate a mater ial 
amount of additional or delinquent tax, The report is then 
associated with the affected return and both are reviewed by 
a classifier to determine whether the return warrants audit. - - 

Claims and other requests for refund -- 

When IRS receives a claim or other request for a refund 
or an ad justmen t. in taxes, the original return may be manually 
screened to determine if the effort needed to substantiate the 
claim is warranted. In many cases, the audit results in dis- 
aJ.lowance of the claim or in assessment of additional tax and 
penalties. 
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Related- Eickups --I 
-_ 

During an audit the examiner may find it necessary to 
review additional returns affecting the income and deductions 
of a taxpayer to ascertain whether the taxpayer correctly 
determined his liability. Included in this category are re- 
turns filed by partners, family members, and employers and 
employees of the taxpayer. 

To obtain a related return, the examiner prepares a re- 
quisition which must be approved by his immediate supervisor. 
On the requisition he indicates, by a code number, why he is 
requesting the return. For example, one code indicates that 
the return is being requested because it was fiied by the 
taxpayer's partner. The examiner is not required to provide 
any more information to justify his request. If the requisi- 
tion is approved, the service center will forward the return 
directly to the examiner. 

Multiyear audits 

' During an audit the examiner rkay find it:hecessary t6 - 
audit returns filed by the same taxpayer in earlier or later 
years to determine, for:example , whether loss catrybacks,or - 
carryforwards.are proper and whether .adjustments ,tc?.,the;re- 
turn being audited might apply to..other.years' returns, :To 
obtain the desired returns, the examiner follows the.+zmg 
procedures as previously described for related pickups, ., 

Miscellaneous 

This category is the catchall for returns not specifi- 
cally falling into the other categories. Of the returns 
covered by this category, the most important are those that 
are selected for audit under TCMP and those that are selected. - . 
because of suspected fraud. 

I  - B - w  

With some exceptions, non-DIF-selected returns go through 
a manual screening-process, similar -to the process previously -~ - -- 
discussed for DIF-selected returns,' to.determine whether .they 
should be audited. . The primary exceptions are (1) returns. 
selected for audit under TCMP which are randomly selected and 
automatically audited and (2) returns, audited. as related 
pickups or as part of a multiyear audit, which are sent di- 
rectly to the examiner who requested. th.em. 

- 
-..., -. 6 
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’ .- CONCLUSIONS ------- 
s.e 

Some returns are randomly selected for district office 
audit, others are selected because they have a special fea- 
ture that IRS is looking for, such as an unscrupulpus pre- 
parer, but most are selected because the computer and/or the 
manual screener have determined that the return, in general, 
has good audit potential. 

Decause of the broad scope of this assignment, we con- 
centrated on the DIF system , which accounts for- most of the 
returns selected for audit by the district offices. 

The DIF system enables IRS to evaluate every return’s 
audit potential and effectively combines the speed of the com- 
puter with the experienced judgment of the classifier. An 
important aspect of this system is that it minimizes the po- 
tential for abuse in selecting returns for audit. Returns are 
selected not by the examiner who is responsible for auditing 
them but by the computer‘and the classifier working together, 

R 

The initial selection is made by the computer using 
formulas .developed from TCMP data. Secaezse all returns in a ’ .- 
par titular, aud.i t class ace evaluated and scored by. the- same 
formula, there is little chance for abuse in this phase of 
the sys.tem. Abuse cou1.d only occur through scme conspiracy 

. ; 

to alter or bypass the scoring process. 

Only a small percentage of returns, those with the 
highest scores, go to the second phase of the DIF system-- 
manual screening. The classifier is a necessary part of the - 
system because by looking at the entire return, something 
the computer can’ t do, and by drawing on his experience he 
can weed out those returns that in his judgment do not warrant 
audit. 

In making these judgmental decisions, the classifier 
might justifiably consider the taxpayer’s place of residence - -- - and/or occupation. For example, a taxpayer might have claimed -? 
an unusually large casualty loss which contributed. to the 
high score received by his return. The classifier, however, - 
might notice that the taxpayer lived in an area that the 
classifier knew had been ravaged by floods and, on that basis@ . 
might determine that the reported loss looked reasonable and 
that the retnr n did not warrant audit. Li kewi se c the classi- 
fier might know from past experience that persons in certain 
occupations tend to erroneously report certain income or ex- 
penses and his decision to select cl return for audit might be 
based on that experience. 
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A classifier could abuse the system by selecting a return 
for audit not because of an objective determination that the 

’ return warrants audit but because he recognizes the taxpayer's 
name and thinks he should be audited. The chances for such .I abuse are minimal, however, because the classifier's deci- 

I sions are subject to review by the returns program manager 
and, in somt cases, by the group manager. 

In summation, although some abuse is possible, our review , i : .._.: of audits completed during 1973, our interviews with classi- 

i 
fiers, and our observations of returns being classified dis- 
closed no evidence that returns were being arbitrarily or 

j capriciously selected for audit under the DIR system. All 
evidence indicated that returns selected for audit under this 

I system were selected because, in the classifier's best judg- 1 merit, they warranted audit. 

In most casesI decisions to select returns for reasons 
other than their DIF scores are made by someone other than 
the person who will be auditing the return, which greatly . . 

limits the chances for abuse. There are exceptions, however S 
Some returns are selected by the examiner &ecause he has 
determined that he needs to audit returns filed in earlier 
or later years by the same taxpayer or returns filed by : ; 

other taxpayers that may. have a Searing on the return being 
,.. 

audited. The requisition prepar.ed.by the examiner to obtain 
these returns contains's code but no writfsn exolanation why 
the examiner needs the' return and thus gives ma&gement (the 

> 

group manager, the district review staff, and the internal 
audit staff) little basis for evaluating that need. 

A question often raised about the selection-process is: ~. 
why are some taxpayers' returns selected for audit year after 
year even though IRS never finds any majpr errors? Al though 
our review disclosed no intent by IRS to harass taxpayers by 
repeatedly auditing their returns, we were unable, because of 
the wide scope of dur review, to fully inquire into this 
matter. We are, however, currently reviewing the question 
of repetitive audits at-the Joint Committee’s request. _~ 

RECOMMENDATION 'TO TEE &QlI%IONER aFRTERNA--REqE~~g----e-- -a- 
---v------ 

To facilitate review and ‘tlius further protect against 
: - 

abmse, we recommend that IRS require its examiners, when re- 
questing a return, to explain on the requisition why they need ” : ‘:’ ’ 
th? return so that the request can be adequately evaluated. 

6 
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IRS COMMENTS AND -------------- 
OUR EVALUATION ---------- 

In commenting on .I draft of our report by letter dated 
‘August 10, 1976 (see app. I), the Commissioner noted that: 

‘I* * * While a separate written explanation of 
the specific reason for the request is not re- 
quired, a code number which identifies that pur- 
pose must be placed on the form by the requestor 
(e-g., Code 40, Prior Year Return, and Code 41, 
Suo.?equz.?t Year Return). In wst ~instances, the 
system of codes is sufficiently comprehensive to 
permit a supervisor or other reviewer to deter- 
mine why the return was requested. * * * Our 
procedures further require that all requisitions 
be approved in writing by the examiner’s immedi- 
ate supervisor and any questions regarding the 
need for securing that return would be discussed 
before the requisition is approved:; 

We do not believe that the present system of codes is 

sufficient to permit a supervisor or other reviewer to eval- 
uate an examiner’s request for a return. In addition to the 
two codes cited by the Commissioner s other codes used by exa- 
miners in requesting returns include code 50, Partner; code 
53, Family Member; and code 57, Employee or Employer of Tax- 
payer. These codes only tell the reviewer what rela-tionship 
the requested return bears to the return being audited. With- 
out a written explanation, the reviewer has no way of knowing, 
by looking at the requisition, why the examiner needs the re- 
turn. 

Questions that go unanswered without a written erplana- 
tion include: why does the examiner want the taxpayer’s 
prior year’s return or his partner’s return? what did the 
examiner find in auditing the taxpayer's return that aroused 
his interest in the requested return? and how significant are 
the issues that the examiner wants to pursue on the requested 
return? In the-absence-of a written explanation that ad-- ~~~ 
dresses such questions, there is little assurance that the 
examiner has a valid basis for his request. 

We recognize that the examiner’s supervisor may ask him 
why he is requesting the return, but there is no assurance 
that he will. Also, other reviewers, like the district review 
staff or internal audit, would be less likely to q**estion tha 
examiner; even if they did it would occur after the fact. 
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In summation, a written explanation would require the 
examiner to spell out his purpose in requesting the return 
which, in turn, might deter him from making unjustified re- 
quests and would provide an audit trail for future review. 

IRS said it was making a comprehensive review of all 
its codes to insure that they are properly defined. We 
would hope that in so doing, IRS will address the concerns 
we have raised. Although we are recommending that examiners 
be required to provide written explanations in addition to 
the codes, we are not precluding the possibility that IRS’ 
may be able to redefine its codes so as to negate the need 
for such explanations in many cases.’ 

1.. . . 

.,- ^ 

-- 
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CHAPTER 4 

EVALUATION OF DIF EFFECTIVENESS -- --- 

The klternal Revenue Service measures effectiveness of 
the discriminaet function system -by-the average tax change 
per audit and the percentage of returns resulting in no tax 
change after audit (the no-change rate). IRS contends that 
the system becomes-more effective when tax changes are higher 
and no-change rates are lower. 

To dot&mine DIF's effectiveness, we examined the pro- 
cedures used by IRS in conducting four tests involving re- 
lationships in which DIP would be expected to prove superior 
if it was meeting its obiectives: 

--A comparison of the audit results for returns selected 
using DIF with the results for returns selected before 
DIF. 

.. 
--A comparison of DIF with other computerized'selection 

techniques and with manual selection. 
._ 

--A comparison of DIF with random and perfcdt selection. 

--A comparison of the 1973 DIF formulas with previous 
formulas. 

We also independently evaluated DIF's effectiveness through 
a correlation analysis of DIF scores with the no-change rate. 

The four comparisons made by IRS and our correlat;on 
analysis showed DIF to be effective. 

COMPARISZN OF DIF WITH PRE-DIF_ 

IRS c-apared the audit results for returns selected using 
DIF with the results for returns selected before DIF was im- 
pl emented. - -- -- -~ - 

._. 
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Pr e-DIF 
machine-identified = DIF-scored 

returns closed returns closed 

i. 

Audit class 

Nonbusiness : 
Low, standard 
Low, itemized 
Medium 1 
High 

Business : 
LOW 162 r&3.6 762 26.3 
Med i urn 384 37.7 1,019 26.3 
High 1,450 31.8 4,033 25.3 

in fiscal year 1969 --- 
Yield per 

e-e in fiscal year 1973 
No-change 

I_--- 
?iiad per No-change 

return --- rate return rate -- 

“$” “8; 45.2 ..- $ 144 35.7 
47.3 182 24.4 

123 47.4 269 34.3 
1,822 42.5 5,496 31.6 

For every audit class the DIF-scored returns produced a 
higher yield per return.. The higher yield ranged from a low 
of $55 for low nonbusiness , standard-deduction returns to a 
high of $3,674 for high nonbusiness returns. Even consider ing 
the effect of inflation during the 4 years, DIF still appears 
more effective. ‘. . 

In analyzing the results of this comparison, however, we 
found that not all the data could be strictly interpreted to 
show that DIF was more effective. Audit results are influenced 
by factors other than the specific selection method, such as 
the manual screening process, the taxpayer compl iance cl ima te , 
and any change in IRS policies or procedures that would 
directly or indirectly influence the scope and quality of an 
audit, 

I 

Under both the DIF and pre-DIF selection methods, r-e- 
turns are and were manually screened by classifiers before 
being sent to examiners for audit. The classifiers’ effec- 
tiveness or ineffectiveness in identifying returns and 
issues that warrant audit can aEfEE>udit results, - 

,G 

The taxpayer. complianice climate also can affect audit . 
results. For example, i f voluntary compl iance improves, 
there would be less tax adjustments for iRS to find. There- 
fore, the no-change rate could increase and yield per return 
c0ul.d decrease even though the effectiveness of the selection 
prokedure remained unchanged G’ - -6 
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Any change in IRS policies and procedures affecting the 
scope and quality of an audit as,- for example, a significant 
change in audit technique or average time per audit, could 
influence no-change rates and yield per return statistics. 

COMPARING DIF WITH OTHER COMPUTERIZED -- 
SELECTION TECHNIQUE A-MANUAL SELECTION --- 

In 1966 and 1967, IRS made a limited test to determine. 
the feasibility of the mathematical selection of returns 
for audit. The test involved a sample of approximately 
51,000 nonfarm business returns with adjusted gross incomes 
under $10,000 filed in 1965. Three percent of these returns .- '3 . 
were selected for audit by two DIF formulas, two other com- 

: *‘ 

puter techniques, and a manual selection method. The returns 
selected under each method were then thoroughly audited. 
Three statistical measures were used to evaluate the five 
selec tidn methods :- - (1) average tax change per return, (2) 
average. tax-change per staff-hour of.examination time, and 
(3) no-changk rate. ._ 

DIf 
Statistical DIF formula 

measure-. formula.. d&eloped Computer 
applied to developed by private technique 2 Computer 

test results by IRS contractor Hanual (note a) technique 1 

Average tax . .* 
change per 
return $376 S342 $354 s294 $142 

Aver age tax 
> change per 

staff-hour s 22 $ 20 $ 22 $ 19 s 11 

No-change c a te 42.6 48.7 40.9 46.7 52.3 

a/Computer technique 2 was the selection method being used by IRS at the 
time of the test. 

The two DIF formulas generally produced better results than 
the two other computer techniques-and were-competitive with 
the manual selection technique (a system in which all returns 
were screened manually and which was considered too expensive 
by IRS). 

Because the ‘test'involved ony one type of return, the 
results were applicable to only that type of return; Never- 
theless, the test provided an indication of DIP effectiveness. 
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I DIF COMPARED W,TH RANDOM 

AND PERFECT SELECTION 1 

IRS compared DIF results with those of random and per- 
fect selection. A DIF score computed for each return audited 
under the Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program became the 
basis for ranking the returns. Once the ranking was completed 
by audit class, the average tax change per return, at a pre- 
determined level of audit coverage, was computed. This 
average tax change represented the results that would have 
been obtained if the returns had been selected for audit 
based entirely on the DIF score. 

These results were compared , assuming the same level of 
audit coverage, with (1) the average tax change for all TCMP 
returns in each class--this represents random selection--and 
(2) the average tax change for the TCMP returns ranked by 
amount of tax change-- this represents perfect selection. 

kudit 
class -- 

Percent 
of audit Average tax change return pey 
cover age 
(note a) DXF 

Random Perfect 
selection selection -. -- -a- 

Nonbusiness : 
LOW 1.3 $ A 

- 802 .$ 
36 $ 745 

- Hedium 1.5 93 ,1,800 
High 11.7 9,460 2,178 15,312 

Business : 
LOW 2.0 940 230 3,265 
Medium 2.4 2,755 345 5,512 
High 12.6 5,781 1,662 10,590 

a/This is the approximate percentage of returns by class 
that IRS audits in a fiscal year. 

This test shows DIF vastly superior to random selection. 
The comparison to perfect selection, howW=; clearly in- 
dicates room for improvement, It should be noted that IRS 
does not select returns-for audit purely on the basis of DIF 
scores, as was done in this test. Manual screening has always 
been an integral part of ZRS' selection process. 
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1973 DIP FORMULAS COMPARED --a---- 
TO PREVIOUS FORMULAS ---I_-- --- 

The DIF formulas used toscore returns filed for tax 
years prior to 1973 were -based on 1965 TCMP data. Newer DIF 
formulas were developed based on the 1969 TCMP. 

To determine whether the new formul.as were as effective 
as the oid, IRS had a group of returns scored and ranked by 
both sets of formulas. Then, given a specific level of audit 
coverage, the results of the two rankings were compared. 

Old formulas e-w 
Average 

tax change Percent 
Audit class ger return no change -- -- - -- 

Nonbusiness: 
LOW $ 155 33.4 
Medi urn 685 33.6 

, High .5,441 , 25.1 

Business: 
Low com- 

mercial 665 29.1 
Low farm 309 25.9 
Medium com- 

mercial 1,233 :. 63.5 
Medium farm 707 19.7 
High com- 

mercial 4,393 22.1 
High farm 8,024 29.7 , 

New formulas --- 
Averge 

tax change Percent 
pet return no-change -- 

. $ 230 21.1 
802 22.4 

9,460 26.3 . ,- " 
z 

1,035 21.6 
632. 23.1 

3,013 13.5. 
1,451 12.7 

4,907 19.4 
11,399 18.3 

In terms of both average tax change and the important no- 
change rate, the new DIP formulas proved much more productive. 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF DIF ---- 
SCORES WITH NO-CLiANGE RATE ----- 

The foregoing comparisons wece made by-&R% We also 
independently analyzed the results of IRS audits to try to 
determine, through techniques of statistical inference, 
whether DIF was effective. 

IRS provided us with the audit results for all returns 
selected under the DIP system during tax year 1973. The 
listing provided a unique opportunity to test IRS' contention 
that DIF was effective. We determined the degree of relation- 
ship between DIF scores and the no-change rate by making a 
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correlation analysis. Correlation analysis provides an index 
(correlation coefficient) , or measure, of degree of relation- 
ship between two variables, in this case DIF scores and the 
no-change rate. The expected relationship was as follows-- 
since the purpose of DIF is to measure the likelihood of a tax 
change after audit, there should be a measurable relationship 
between high DIF scores and low no-change rates and low DIF - 
scores and high no-changs rates. To measure this relation- 
ship, we ranked both the DIF scores-and the no-change rates, 
with the highest DIF score ranked first and the lowest no- 
change rate ranked first. The details of our analysis are 
shown in appendix V. The results of our analysis are shown 
be.l ow. 

Audit class ---- 
Correlation 
coefficient --- 

Interpretation of 
coefficient (note a) ---a- -- 

-. 

Nonbusiness : 
Low; standard 
LAY: itemized 
Medium . . - 
High 

.94 Very high correlation 
-91 Very high correlation 
.89 High correlation .’ 
-85 High correlation 

. 

Business : 
Low commercial . .41 I. ‘,-hoderate correlation 
Low farm - sI (b) _ 
Medium commerical .70 : High correlation 
Medium -farm -(b) . . . 
High commerical .82 High correlation 
High farm fb) 

a/The following interpretation was used to evaluate the 
degree of correlation: 

Less than .20 slight: almost negligible relationship 
-20 to .39 low correlation; definite but small rela- 

tionship 
.40 to .69 moderate correlation: substantial relation- 

ship 
.70-to .90 high correlation: marked relations- - 
Greater-than .90 very.high cor.relation; very dependable 

ielatfonship : 5 : 1 2,. 

b/The number.of returns, audited in this class was too small 
to provide a basis for analysis. 

,:. I 
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Of the seven formulas for which a sufficient number of- ’ r 
returns were audited to provide a basis for analysis, two 
exhiaited a very high correlation, four a high correlation, 
and one a moderate correlation. This indicates that the 
higher the DIF score on a return, the more likely it is that 
an audit of that return will result in a tax change. We 
believe that this analysis provides one of the more convinc- 
ing arguments for DIF effectivenss. 

EFPXT OF CLASSIFJERS ON DIF RESULTS ----m-p- 

We found general agreement within IRS that the classifier 
influences the results obtained from DIF-selected returns be- 
cause he manually screens all such returns and makes the final 
decision on whether they should be audited and, in most cases, 
decides which issues should be covered during the audit. We 
could not determine the extent and direction of this influence 
and its effect on the DIF system because any test would have 
required us to exercise some control over the classifiers and 
to disrupt IRS’ operations. 

EVALUATION OF EQUITY’ IN ----- 
RETURN SELECTION PROCESS --- 

. * , 
Data developed from the 1969 TCMP--the last TWP for 

which data on all audit classes was available--shoved. that 
8 percent of the taxpayers overassessed their liabilities and 
thus were due refunds. In contrast, a review of the audits 
performed on DIF-selected 1969 returns revealed that only 
3 percent involved overassessments. 

These statistics indicate that IRS, through the DIF sys- 
tem , is more successful in identifying and correcting under- 
assessments than it is in identifying and correcting overassess- 
men ts . As .an indication of the money involved, audits of DIF- 
selected 1969 returns resulted in refunds of $8.3 million to 
over assessors , or about $367 per return. If the percentage of 
audits involving overassessors had been 8 percent instead of 
3 percent, refunds would have amounted to about $22.1 million, 
assuming the same average refund per return. 

- -- 
The extent to which returns involving overassessments are 

not identified and corrected is determined primarily during the 
selection process rather than during the audit process. It is 
during the selection process that the returns to be audited are 
se1 ec ted, and it is then that the issues to be covered in most 
of these audits are identified. Thus the examiner has 1 ittle 
control over the number of audits that involve overassessments. 
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To determine which pha-se of the selection process, the 
computer or the classifier , is more responsible for excluding 
returns involving overassessments from audit consideration, 
we analyzed 1969 TCMP data ranked by DIF score for the medium 
nonbusiness class and found that the classifier is the primary 
con tr ibu tor . 

Percentage of overassessors 
found after audit for medium 

nonbusiness, class at 1970 
cover’* levels 

Random selection (1969 TCMP) 11.3 

1969 TCKP ranked by DIF score 
(excludes the classifier ) 10.3 

Results of audits on 1969 DIF- 
selected returns (includes 
the classifier ) 5.4, 

-. _. - . . .~ , _ 
IRS indicates that the 0bjoctiv.e of DIF is to discrimin- 

ate between those returns with large tax change potential and 
those with lesser tax change potential. In developing the 
DIF formulas, only the characteristics of two groups--those. 
with little or no tax change and those with a tax increase of 
a certain level or more--rw*re used.: IRS officials told ‘IS 
that, in their opinion, although the characteristics of the 
overassessor are not considered in the DIF formulas, he is 
fairly represented in the current system because IRS has found 
that returns involving large overassessments tend to be scored 
like returns involving large underassessments. A high DIF 
score t however, does not gean that the return will be audited. 
That decision is made by a classifier. 

Our discussions with IRS classifiers helped to explain 
why overassessors were not being audited to the extent that 

i 
they are found in the general population. Classifiers do 
not ignore the overassessor ; it is just more difficult for 

-them to identify overassessors from data on the return. -k--- _ 

I 
classifier , for example , might select a return for audit be- 
cause the taxpayer is claiming deductions that are usually 
unallowable, or suspiciously rounded, or inconsistent with the 
taxpayer ’ s occupation .: Except in unusual cases, however 1 a 
classifier has no way of knowing whether a taxpayer might be 
entitled to a deduction that~ he fai3e.d to claim and thus 
would have little -basis for selecting that return for audi-t. 

I I. -- 
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Likewise, a classifier might select a return for audit if the 
cepor ted income and deductions apparently leave the taypayer 
with insufficient funds, considering his family size, to meet 
normal living expenses. Such a situation might indicate 
unreported income or inflated deductions. A classifier , 
however, would have no reason for selecting a return for audit 
if the reported income and deductions left the taxpayer with 
more than enough to meet his normal living expenses. 

Classifiers told us that, when information on the return 
indicates a possible overassessment, it is noted and treated 

. . tile same as any other potential audit i tern. Examples would 
be (1) a taxpayer including his Federal income tax refund in 
gross income or (2) a divorced taxpayer including child sup- 
port payments in gross income. -. __ . . . . . 

TAILORING TCMP AND DIF TO LOCAL NEEDS --- 

Under TCMP, IRS develops statistics based on a national 
sample of returns and, as a result, DIF formulas and compl i- 
ante statistics -developed from TCMP have. only been used to . .I 

descr ibe national conditions. _ 

Each IRS district performs audits in support of TCKP and 
forwards the data to the IRS Data Center. There it is com- 
bined with data from other districts but no district and few 
regional statistics are developed # even though many programs 
dealing with the select-ion of returns for audit, manpower 
allocation, and compliance are controlled at the local level. 

Because the DIF formulas developed from TCMP data are 
.based. on national characteristics, returns filed by all tax- 
payers in a given class are scored by the same DIF formula 
no matter where the taxpayers 1 ive. The same formula is used 

_ even though it is generally be1 ieved within IRS that taxpayer 
characteristics differ from one section of the country to 
another. 

In 1976, IRS initiated a study to determine whether the 
-returns selection activity suffers in certain districts bcr;;--- - 

cause of local factors which are not accounted for in the 
development of the national DIF formulas. The first step of 
the study involves a determination as to why some districts 
appear to be achieving better results under DIP than other 
districts. The problems in these latter districts may be 
due to DIF or may be due to district practices in implemen-t- 
ing DIF. If it is determined that DIF is the root of the 
proDlem, then consideration will be given to developing a 
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supplementary, objective means to adapt the national DIF 
formulas to local conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS - -------- 

IRS has developed an effective and highly sophisticated 
method for managing its complex audit responsibility. The 
effectiveness could be improved, however, if IRS made TCMP 
data available for use in managing local programs, measured 
the effect of classifiers on the DIF system, and devised a 
system to insure that a representative number of returns 
involving overassessments ate audited. * : 

We recognize that TCMP involves a national sarwle and 
that local TCMP data, because of its relatively saail size, 
may have a larger sampling error than the national data. 
However, the need for local data in managing local programs 
demands that IRS explore ways of developing it. 

We could not determine the effect of classifiers on the 
DIF system because any test would have required us to exercise 
some control over theclassifiers and.to disrupt, IRS: normal ., 

. operations. IRS, however, can and should measure this effect. 

A test that IRS might consider in accomplishinq this ob- 
jecti---a is one similar to that described on page 31. In such 
a test, IRS could. -. . . i ? 

--rank TCMP-audited returns by‘DIF score and determine 
the average tax change at a predetermined level of 
audit coverage, 

--have classifiers select.for audit those TCMP returns 
they deem most worthy of audit, using the same pre- 
determined level of coverage, and 

--compare the average tax change that would have resulted, 
if the returns selected by the classifiers had been 
audited, with the average tax change that would have 
resulted, if the selection had been based solely on the 
43X-F -score. - --- 

. 
IRS has expressed reservations aborifi this particular test 

because (1) the TCMP returns would be ft. old years and (2) 
classifiers would know a test is being-conducted and might not 
screen the returns as they usually do, thus biasing the re- 
sults. We believe that (1) the TCMP returns could be class- 
ified before they are audited, rather than after'; which should & 
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resolve the age problem and (2) knowing it is a test will not 
significantly affect the classifiers because they will be 
asked to do what they always do (use their j udgmcn t to eval- 
uate audit potential). There is little reason to believe that 
they would or could do a better job under test conditions. 
In any event, we are presenting this test only as one that 
IRS might consider; there may very well be a better way. 

A test to determine the effect of classifiers on the DIF 
system might also give IRS a better indication of the extent 
to which returns involving overassessments are not being 
selected for audit. Our review indicated that, under the 
current selection process, taxpayers who overassess their 
taxes are less likely to have their returns selected for audit 
than are taxpayers who underassess their taxes, primarily be- 

I... cause -it- is difficult for classifiers to identify overassess- 
ors. 

A classifier selects for audit those returns which, in 
his best judgment, have good audit potential. In theory, 
this means not only returns involving underassessments but 
also returns involving overassessments. In practice, how- 
ever, returns involving’ overassessment tend to fall by the 
wayside because a classifier has virtually no way of knowing, 
by looking at a return, that the taxpayer has overassessed 
himself. . . 

IRS has two alternatives. The first would be to con- 
. *tinue operating as it now is, relying on the classifier to 

select returns on the basis of judgment and experience. As 
such, returns involving overassessments would still, as a 
general rule, not be selected for audit. This alternative 
ignores the fact that the Government has no right to over- 
payments made by taxpayers faced with what is generally re- 
cognized to be a complex tax law. - . . 

. . 

The second alternative would be to devise some system 
Xi%%7QouldUinsure that a representative number-of returns 
involving overassesstients are audited. This might require 
something 1 ike a’ secondary DIF system designed to score re- 
turns as to their potential for tax change in favor of the 
taxpayer. The highest scored returns could then be auto- 
matically selected for audit because no purpose would be 
served in having them screened by classifiers. The fe;asi- 
bility of any such system can be determined only by IRS. 

I 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMISSIONER --------------------____I________ 
OF INTERNAL REVENUE --e-w- --- :y e--q- - 

We recommend that IRS 

--evaluate the feasibility of making TCMP data available 
for use in managing local programs, 

--measure the effect of classifiers on the DIF system, 
including the extent to which returns. involving over- 
assessments are not being se!ec+d for audit, and 

--evaluate the feasibility of devising a system to in- 
sure that a representative number of returns involving 
overassessments are audited. 

IRS COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -----w---w --e-w------- 

The Commissioner noted that (1) current TCMP data would 
be of little use in managing local programs because of the 
high variability of the data at the district level and (2) 
the TCMP sample size would have to be increased substantally 
to acquire reliable district data. We recognize the develop- 
ment of statistically.rgli&le d&ta may require an increase 
in the TCMP sample size which IRS may not be able to do. We 
beliewe, however, that certain data, even if not statistically 
reliable, could be useful to regions and districts. For ex- 
ample TCMP data on the types of errors that taxpayers most 
often make in preparing their returns could be helpful to 
regions and districts in managing their classification and 
audit-activities. IRS officials told us that such informa- 
tion is available, at least on a regional basis, but that it 
has n6t been-routinely disseminated to the regions. We be- 
lieve IRS should give more consideration to the usefulness 
of this and other TCMP data at the local level. 

On October 19, 1976, we met with IRS officials to further 
discuss IRS' comments on our draft report and our reaction to 

--these -tS. We were advised, at that meeting,-that IRS 
does use TC#P data in developing training programs for clas- 
sifiers. We did not have time to verify this or to evaluate 
the extent to which TCMP data is used as a training aid. Train- 
ing programs would appear, however, to be practical vehicles 
for disseminating TCMP data to the local level and such a 
practice would be consistent with our recommendation. 

Concerning overassessors, IRS noted that in its current 
updating of DIF formulas for individual returns, the absolute 
amount of tax change (increase or decrease), rather than just 
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tax increase, is being used as an indicator of audit potential. 
IRS also agreed to explore the feasibility of developing a 
separate DIF system to identify returns with significant over- 
assessment potential if its continued monitoring of the prob- 
lem discloses a systemic bias. IRS did not agree, however, 
that it should conduct a test to measure the effect of clas- 
sifiers on the DIF system including the extent to which 
returns involving overassessment are being overlooked for audit. 
It argued that: 

"To implement such a test in a time of limited 
research and operational resources raises a 
question.-of priorities, especially in view of - 
the finding that 'tests conducted by IRS and 
GAO show this selection system (i.e., including 
manual screening) to be effective.' Rut more 
importantly, the Service plans to revise its 
instructions for screening high-scored DIF 
returns so that the number of returns that 
are accepted as filed will be reduced. In 
general, under this revision, high-score re- 
turns would be selected 'for audit unless 
sufficient data has been submitted as a part 
of the return to support questionable items. 
Since returns with significant potential over- 
assessments also tend to have high scores, the ' 
emphasis on selecting high-score returns, un- 
less there is apparent justification to the 
contrary, would help reduce screening bias 
towards selection of underassessed returns." 

We discussed the proposed revised instructions referred 
to in IRS' comments with officials of the Audit Division. As 
we understand it, the instructions will significantly alter 
the classifier's role in the DIF system. In the past, class- 
ifiers would screen high DIF-scored returns and select 
those that, in their judgment, warranted audit. The proposed 
instructions will tell classifiers, in effect, that the high 
DIF-scored returns have already been selected for audit by 
the computer and that their job is to weed out those returns -- - 
that do not warrant audit either because the taxpayer has 
attached something to his return explaining an otherwise 
questionable item or because the classifier is aware of a 
local condition which would explain an unusually large deduc- 
tion (such as a natural disaster causing a large casualty 
loss) . These are things that the computer cannot consider 
in scoring the return. The classifier would no longer be 
able to weed out a return as not warranting audit simply 
because the return in general appeared to-have no audit 
potential. 
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The changes being made in updating the DIF formulas and 
the proposed revised instructions for classifiers should, if 
effectively implemented, better insure that a representative --- _ 
number of returns involving overassessments are audited. 
We do not believe, however, that the revised instructions 
will negate the need to measure the classifier's effect on 
the DIF system. .- 

The classifier serves a dual role in the DIF system-- 
he selects the returns to be~~@@3dited and,"in most cases, 
decides which issues should be covered during the audit. 
The proposed instructions.would serve to restrict the 
first of these two roles but would not affect the second. 
The classifier's success in pinpointing the issues that-' . 
should be audited has significant impact on DIF. For 
example, if the classifier overlooks major issues, the 
audit will result in a lesser tax change and maybe even 
no tax change--thus diminishing the effectiveness of DIF. 
We believe that IRS should measure the extent and direction 
of. the classifier's impact. - 

Although, as IRS noted, we did find the DIF system ef- 
fective, we.did not mean to imply that it could not be im- 
proved. The system involves-two:stages--the computer and 
the classifier. Tests conducted to date have proven rather 
conclusively that the computer phase is effective, but little 
has been done to evaluate‘the effectiveness of the classifier. 

The question of priorities raised by IRS is a valid one. 
As already indicated, however , we believe that the classifica- 
tion activity is more important than IRS seems willing to 
admit. In our opinion, 'IRS should be concerned whether class- 
ifiers are selecting the best issues for audit and, whether 
as a result, their impact on the DIF system is beneficial. 
Pinpointing classifiers' problems in selecting the best issues 
for audit could be instrumental in improving the classifica- 
tion function and reducing the no-change rate--one of the 
main reasons for establishing the DIF system and a contin- 
uing IRS goal. We suqse>ted-a controlled test that might 
be used to achieve this objective, but there may be less - 
costly options. 

At our October 19 meeting, IRS appeared to recognize 
the validity of measuring the effect of classifiers on the 
DIF system and said it would consider ways to do it. 
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CHAPTER 5 - 

HOW IRS DETERMINES THE NUMBER AND TYPES OF ---- 

RETURNS TO BE AUDITED--LONG-RANGE STRATEGY --- 

The primary.objective in selecting tax returns for au- 
dit is to identify those returns with the highest potential 
for tax change within an audit class and, thereby, effect a 
high degree of voluntary taxpayer compliance. Before it can 
meet this objective, however, the Internal Rev&n& Service 
must know what the voluntary compl iance levels are and must 
determine the audit effort it wants to direct totiard each 
audit class to improve or maintain those levels. The first 
step in this process is the development of a long-range au- 
dit strategy. The second step--development of an annual 
plan-- is discussed in chapter 6. 

VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE --- 

The present system of income taxation depends on volun- 
tary compliance; that is, the’ willingness and ability of 
taxpayers to assess their taxes.correctly. The data IRS 
uses to determine voluntary compliance levels is obtained 
from specialized audits of tax returns .randomly selected 
under the Taxpayer Camp1 iance Measurement Program. In 1964 
the individual return phase of this program was begun. A 
random sample of 94,000 individual 1963 income tax returns 
was assigned to experienced examiners fur audit. The exa- 
miners recorded detailed information about each return as 
originally filed and as corrected after examination of the 
taxpayers’ books and records and other records available . 
to IRS and after interviews with the taxpayers and their 
counsels. A tape file was then compiled, containing the 
information from the returns as filed and from the audits. . 

TCMP audits, unlike other audits, involve a thorough 
review of the entire return. Examiners are instructed 
to review every item, regardless of the dollar amount, and 
to be especially alert to discovering unreported income and -- to allowing t Axpayers additional deductions or credits to - 
which they are entit-led. 

The TCMP audits of 1963 returns and those of 1965, 1969, 
and 1971.returns have served as a basis for many of the pro- 
grams and much of the planning within IRS. Audit work began 
in 1974 on 51,000 randomly selected 1973 returns and a sample 
of about 4,000 returns filed by taxpayers who had been au- 
dited during the 1969 TCMP cycle. The purpose of the second 
sample was to help assess the impact of audits on compliance. 
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! _ Voluntary compliance rates 

I 

Using TCKP data, IRS measures voluntary compliance by 
relating the tax liability voluntarily reported uy persons 
who have filed returns to the total tax liability those same 
persons should have reported. l/ These measurements show 
voluntary compliance on the deEline. 

Audit class 

Low nonbusiness: 
Standard 
Itemized 

Medium nonbusiness 
High nonbusiness 
Low business 
Medium business 
High business 

Total 93.8 92.7 92.3 

Percent voluntary compliance 
1971 

1965 1969 (note a) 1973 

95.4 95.2 - 93.7 
91.9 88.5 86.0 85.3 
96.6 96.1 35.9 -95.7 
95.8 94.1 

63:s 
95.2 

78.0 68.7 56.6 
90.7 87.8 - 86.0 
93.3 91.2 - 90.6 -. 

z/Only three classes were covered in the 1971 TCMP. - 

As can be seen, total compliance dropped from 93.8 per- 
cent in 1965, to 92.3 percent in -1973. At the same time, au- 

'dit coverage had dropped from 4.7 to 3.0 percent. Data ob- 
tained during the 1969 TCMP cycle showed that, due in part 
to reduced compliance, unreported tax liability (underre- 
ported liability less overreported liability) had increased 

i/IRS recently recomputed its voluntary compliance rates. In 
the original computations, the tax that should have been re- 
ported was determined by adding tax overpayments and,under- 
payments to the tax voluntarily reported. In the revised 
computations, only underpayments were added to the amount 
voluntarily reported. Thniipliance rates cited in this 
chapter are the original computations because those are the 
ones IRS was using at the time of our review. The recomputa- 
tions resulted in.increeses to the rates shown in this chap- 
ter of not more than 1.7 percent and have no effect on the 
matters discussed. 

- 
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by $3.2 billion-- the difference between the $1.8 billion tax 
gap l/ in 1965 and the $5.0 billion tax gap in 1969. IRS ’ 
most-recent statistics, based on’1973 TCMP data, showed the 
tax gap to be $6.7 billion. 

Forms of noncompliance 

Noncompliance takes several forms, including (1) im- 
properly claiming credits, deductions, and exemptions, (2) 
failing to report income , and (3) failing to file a tax re- 
turn. The full extent of noncompliance is not known because 
IRS has not fully measured unreported income and because IRS 
does net consider nonfilers in measuring compliance. 

Although examiners assigned TCMP returns are instructed 
to be alert to unreported income, this form of noncompliance 
is more difficult to identify than incorrectly reported de- 
ductions, credits, and exemptions. IRS can require support 
from t=le taxpayer for the items included in the tax return. 
It is much more difficult, however, to prove unreported in- 
come because a taxpayer will be reluctant to voluntarily.re- 

. veal this information. .-. - 

Compliance is measured by reference to the tax liability 
reported and unreported by persons who have filed returns. 
It does not consider the tax liability that should have been 
reported by persons who did not file returns, The exclusion 
of nonfilers in measuring compliance does not affect the plan- 
ning process. Since the objective of th.e planning process is 
to direct audit resources where needed, IRS, in planning its 
audit activity, is concerned only with the compliance asso- 
ciated with filed returns because those are the only returns 
that can be audited< rhlso, although nonfilers are excluded 
from IRS’ measurement of compliance, they are not ignored by 
IRS. Responsibility for securing delinquent returns and tax 
payments from nonfilers is a function of IRS’ collection ac- 
tivity rather than its audit activity which is the subject 
of this report. In line with this responsibility, the Col- 
lection Division does have enforcement programs directed at 
nonf ilers. 

-- -- 

. _ 

Comparison of vol;:ntary compliance 
and the no-change rate 

IRS measures voluntary compliance by cornTaring tax 
dollars voluntarily reported with tax dollars that should 

-----a-P 

l/Total .unreported tax .liabil~ity . zss additional tax liability i 
disclosed through audits. ! 
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! 
have been reported. Such a measure does not provide any in- 
dication of the number of persons who correctly report their 
tax liability-- the.no-change rate. The no-change rate, which 
is also developed from TCMP data, is the ratio of the number 

.of audits that do not result in a change in tax liability to 
the total number of audits. 

The level of voluntary c%'npliance reported by IRS differs 
For ex- greatly from that indicated by the no-change rate. 

ample, projections based on 1969 TCMP results show that 68 
percent of the taxpayers (50.5 million) paid their proper 
taxes, l/ while IRS repcrted, for the same year; that the 
voluntary compliance level for all taxpayers filing ir.divid- 
ual returns was 92.7 percent. A comparison by audit class of 
IRS estimates of voluntary compliance and the percentage of 
taxpayers.who correctly reported their taxes within $25 (the 

t no-change rate) for 1969 is shown below, 

Percent 

Aud'it class .. --9--e- 
no 

chan_ge .. 
Percent voluntary 

com@iance --- me--- . . 

r3onbusiness: 
. Low, standard 92 95.2 

Low, itemized '.. 62 88.5 
I tiedium 55. 96.1 

High 39 94.1 
Business: 

Low 45 68.7 
Medium 38 87.8 
High 30 91.2 

Although the rates differ, we believe, from the stand- 
point of equity between audi,t classes, that IRS is correct in 
developing its audit strategy on the basis of dollar compli- 
ance instead of no-change rates. Consider, for example, two 

I- 
audit classes: In one class, 45 percent of the taxpayers 
are correctly reporting their taxes but the class, as a whole, 

I 
is only reporting 69 percent of the taxes it should be; while 
in the other class, only 30-percent--&--the taxpayers are cor- 
rectly reporting their taxes but the class, as a whole, is 

I ------------------ 
i/Tne 68 percent includes about 17 percent who were within 

$25 of paying their correct taxes. We included these 17 
percent because, in practice, when an examiner audits a re- 
turn and finds a tax-deficiency of only a few dollars, he 

‘usually closes the case "no-change" instead of assessing 
- the taxpayer. 
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reporting 91 percent of the taxes it should be. IRS would 
appear correct in expanding its audit effort against the 
first class rather than the second because, relatively speak- 
ing, the noncompliers in the first class are paying a lower 
percentage of what they should than are the noncompliers in 
the second class. 

HOW IRS DETERMINES ITS -_------me 
LO&G-RANGE AUDIT’ STRATEGY_ _ ._ . . 

IRS has attributed the continuing decline in compliance, 
in large part, to the fact that increases in audit staff and 
in the number of audits have not kept pace with the increase 
in the number of returns filed. Staffing has been affected 
by hiring constraints and special programs, such.as when 
agents and auditors were assigned to monitor compliance with 
the Economic Stabilization Program. Because IRS sees the drop 
in compliance as the effect of reduced audit effort, it has 
advocated a strong audit program. It believes that such a 
program will encourage compliance with the tax law and help 
assure the public that each- taxpayer is paying his .fair- share . 
of the tax burden. 

To facilitate discussion of how IRS determines its.long- 
range audit strategy, we will explain the procedures followed 
by IRS in developing its strategy for the 5 years ending with - 
fiscal year 1979. IRS’ long-range planning covers corporate 
as well as individual returns. Our discussion, however, will 
be limited to individual returns. 

When IRS began developing its strategy, voluntary corny 
pliance rates were on the decline; the rate for the low busi- 
ness class had dropped below 70 percent: and the rates for 
the low nonbusiness (itemized) and the medium business classes 
had dropped below 90 percent. 

With this in mind, IRS consi‘dered three basic audit 
strategies, each of which was designed to emphasize slightly 
different objectives. -- -- - 

1. The compliance-oriented strategy. 

2. The maximization of direct yield strategy. 

3. The balanced strategy. 

The compliance-oriented strategy was designed to improve - 
compliance in audit classps where it was considered low, while 
at the same time maintaining compliance in other audit classes. 1 
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The maximization of direct yield strategy was designed 
to achieve just that. Staff was allocated first to the au- 
dit class with the highest yield-to-cost ratio. l/ As the 
more productive returns in that class were audita, the 
ratio would decline until it dropped below that- of one of the 
other classes. At that point, additional staff would be al- 
located to the new class. The process continued until all 
audit staff were assigned and tha yield-to-cost ratios were 
equal for all classes. This strategy, if adopted, would 
result in the highest possible return per dollar spent. on 
audit. Such a strategy, however , could seriously af feet com- 
pliance in the low-yield classes because audits would not be 
planned for those classes until the yield-to-cost ratios of 
the other classes fell below the ratios of the low-yield 
classes. 

The balanced strategy was a mix of the compliance- 
oriented and maximization of direct yield strategies. It 
was designed to- improve compliance in the audit classes 

. where compliance was considered low and to allocate remain- 
ing resources to.-the rest of the audit classes on the basis 
of yield. 

Each strategy was evaluated in terms of estimated com- 
pliance and potential revenues using the following mathemati- 
cal relationships, 

--Percent audit coverage ,to voluntary compliance. 

--Percent audit coverage to average yield. 

Relationship of audit coverage to compliance 

IPS believes that TCHP audits of individual returns re- 
veal a close relationship between prior year audit coverage 
and voluntary compliance levels in the following year. IRS 
feels this relationship can best be described quantitatively 
by a mathematical function that represents compliance as 
increasing, though at a decreasing rate, as audit coverage 
increases. The conventional method -of showing-this re!lation- 
ship through its possible ranges is a curve. 

;/The ratio- of the additional taxes assessed as the result of 
audit to the cost of performing the audit. 
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The curve selected by IRS is known as the Gompertz curve. 
IRS believes this curve adequately depicts the relationship 
between compliance and coverage , which it sees as being such 
that most taxpayers will tend to improve compliance as the 
level of audit coverage increases although it recognizes that 
other taxpayers will be reluctant to change their behavior 
even if a relatively high probability of audit exists. IRS 
has developed a curve for each audit class using compliance 
data obtained from the 1963, 1965, 1969; and 1971 TCMPs. A/ 

Once the curves have been-derived, it is relatively 
simple to pick the compliance level applicable to a specific 
audit coverage and to compute changes in voluntary compliance 
that will result from changes in coverage. For example, the 

% following curves show the relationships developed for two 
audit classes. 2/ 

PERCENT 
/ COMPLIANCE ~ I 

_. . . AUDIT CLASS A 
98J -. - 

76 

1 
I I I I I I _ -- 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

PERCENT AUDIT COVERAGE 

l/At the time of our review, the curves had not yet been ad- 
justed to reflect data obtained from the 1973 TCHP. 

;/These and other curves shown in this chapter are intended 
to approximate, not mirror, the curves used by IRS. 
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The usefulness of these curves in the planning process 
can be demonstrated as follows. Assume that audit coverage 
is 2 percent for both classes and that an increase in per- 
sonnel would allow the coverage of both classes to be raised 
to 4 percent or the coverage of either class to-be raised 
to 6 percent. If the goal is to increase overall compliance, 
then the resources would be assigned to audit class B because 
such a decision would increase compliance in that class about 
14 percent. 

i 
Relationship of audit coverage to yield ._.- 

I IRS has also developed direct yield curves bv DIF-scorinu 
‘TCMP returns and then determining the average tax-change of - 
the returns ranked by DIF scores. This change is then related 
to the level of audit cover age. The level of coverage and the 
estimated average tax change are then plotted and a relation- 
ship between coverage and yield is derived. 

For example, IRS has developed the following relation- 
ship between audit coverage and average yield per return for 
two audit classes.. . By us-ing similar curves developed far all 
classes of returns, IRS can project the expected yield from 
various levels of audit. 

AVERAGE YIELD 
PER A\ED;t;; 

$1200 - 

1000 _ AUDIT CLASS B 

800 _ 

>- - 

600 - 

--- AUDIT CLASS A --- 

zoo- 

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 

PERCENT AUDIT COVERAGE 
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As noted, the relationship between coverage and yi:ld 
is derived from TCMP audit results. TCMP audits, however, - 
differ significantly from regular audits in that they are 
done in more depth, a higher degree of consistency is main-- . . 
ta ined , and the returns audited are randomly selected. As 
a result, TCMP yield data is not representative of actual 
operating experience. Recognizing this, IRS adjusts the 
TCdP-based yield relationships, using the results of regu- 
lar audits, so that its estimates of direct yield will more 
accurately reflect actual experience. 

. 

IRS would like to include the residual effects of au- 
dit in its planning process, but until recently it had no ’ 
data with which it could measure these effects. The TCMP 
sample of 1971 individual tax returns, ho&k, included 
3, uO0 returns filed by people who had been audited in the 
prior TCMP cycle. From this sample, IRS hoped to develop 
information which would allow a better understanding of 
the impact of an audit. IRS expected the information to 
show that the longer the period since audit, the less the im- 
p?ct on the current return. The following diagram ,presents . _ _. 
a -generalized form of such 4 curve, in terms of compliance 
and time. 

PERCENT 
COMPLIANCE 

T:ME IN YEARS 
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Results of evaluation --____------ 

In evaluating the three strategies, IRS started with the 
compl iance-or iented strategy- and set des irable compliance 
levels for each class of return. These compliance levels 
were transformed into audit coverag’: using the relationship 
between coverage and. compliance. The coverage was converted 
to staff, and IRS determined whether the staff could be re- 
cruited and absorbed into the system. After the ava ilab il ity 
of staff was established, the direct yieJd from audit was de- 
termined by relating coverage to yield. The other two strate- 
g ies were then evaluated using the staffing computel for the 
compliance strategy as a base. 

After evaluating each strategy’s effect on compliance and 
yield for individual and corporate returns, IRS selected the 
balanced strategy because, for individual returns, it combined 
high yield with the highest overall compl iance level. 

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE ---------w-----w 
THE PLANNING PRXESS ._ ., _ . ------------- ‘, .- .’ . 

IRS’ planning process provides a sound framework for re- 
soJrce dllocat ion. The process could be imprcved, however, 
if IRS (1) intensified its research i:lto what factors, other 
than audit, may affect compliance, L) inci-uded the impact of 
service center audits on conpl iancc., and (-3) automated the 
process. . . _ -, 

Other factors influencm 
VXiiZ~~G$TZZG-- ------ - ---- 

According to IRS, each of its .any fur.ctions, such as 
taxpayer ass istance, intelligence, collect ion, and audit, 
contributes to the goal of improving voluntary compliance. 
Although there is 70 specific data as to which function con- 
tr ibutes the mosL, IRS has tradi? ir ally considered audit 
coverage to be a _- ign if icant, if not the most significant, 
factor. To support this content ion, IRS points to the fact 
that,-as-the percentage-of returus audited has decreased, 
so. has the level of voluntary compl iance. 

-- 

Although audit coverage and taxpayer fear of possible 
audit may influence compliance, IRS needs to determine the 
influence of other factors. We be1 ieve informat ion of this 
nature is a necessary prereauisite to efficient allocation 
of audit resources. IRS’ single -research effort in this.area 
was started in 1970 and, in spite of some rather startling 
results, has progressed slowly since then. 
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Tne basic approach of this research was to first develop 
voluntary compliance measures by seven basic audit classes 
for -several geograpnical areas in the United States and then 
attempt to explain compliance levels by factors called in- 
dependent variables. Two groups of variables were considered 
(1) 16 internal variables which, according to the study group, 
represented policy factors which IRS could control, such as 
audit coverage, collection activity, and return complexity, 
and (2) 17 external variables representing social and econom- 
ic factors which, the study group felt, IRS could not con- 
trol, such as housing patterns, racial mixes, and employment 
characteristics. Using multiple regression, IRS tried to 
determine which of these variables best explained voluntary 
compliance levels. 

Preliminary findings indicated that some external vari- 
aoles may have a significant influence on taxpayer compliance. 
A ranking of the 33 variables considered showed that in 6 of 
tne 7 audit classes, the variable that most affected compli- . 
ante was an external one. Furthermore, non& of the internal 
variables were ranked -in the top 10 for all 7 classes, where- 
as 2 of the external variab-les were. 

its 
tne 

Although this approach is too preliminary to be used in 
present state, its potential usefulness was described in " 
IRS report on the project. 

.-_ 
"Knowledge of this sort helps pinpoint not only tax 
administration problems, but also basic social, eco- 
nomic, and political problems. This project, with 
its broad criminal--socioloaical--economic aooroach. 
should throw some liqht on ihether the traditional " ---------a- --- '-""'-'5"---'-"~'-"- 
enforcement approach or a more ------ en1 qhtened tax ayer 
service and education-a<proachrwouid be%%g%f eG-- ,e -y-e-- 
tlve in so~~~such~as~c-erob~~~--;;show-~-ra~e 
voiun;Ea~~compllancein~~tto-aTeas.=-TUndec~o~l'ng ----e--- -------I_- ------- 
supplied.) 

--- IRS is also conducting research to determine the deter- 
rent effect of the audit program 01; taxpayers actually au- 
dited. The effect manifests itself by the taxpayer correctly 
reporting his taxes in the future as a result of a past audit. 
Research on the results of regular audits shows that audits 
do provide a deterrent and that taxpayers are more apt to 
correctly report their taxes in the years following an audit. 
Xtcs is also studying the effect of audit on compliance using 
FCHP audits. Neither study considers the impact of audit 
on taxpayers not actually audited--the so-called “audit pre- 
sence" or "ripple" effect. Therefore, the results of this 
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research apply to only about 2 percent of the taxpayers (those 
actually audited in a given year). 

There are some indications that, because taxpayers fear 
the-punishment the Government can-administer, they are reluc- 
tant to cheat. A survey conducted for IRS in 1966 showed 
that 70 percent of the taxpayer respondents felt that some 
taxpayers were tempted to cheat but decided not to because 
they had heard about how the Government punishes tax cheaters , 
through legal sanctions. 

A different aspect of the question of sanctions on tax- 
payer compliance was addressed in a study entitled "On Legal 
Sanctions” by Richard .D. Schwartz and Sonya Orleans published 
in 1967. L/ The results of this study suggept that appeals 
to taxpayer conscience are more effective than threats of 
sanction, though both have some ef feet on- taxpayer compliance. 
The study concludes that much work is needed to build an ade- 
quate theory of tax compliance . 

. . 
- Although these studies -indicate possible relationships 

between compliance and the fear of audit, much needs to be 
done to further definitize this relationship and to determine 8 
other factors that af f e.ct compliance. 

aact of service center audits . v--y- 
notconsid~~~~n~lannin~~~~ess, w-e----- e-e -- 

In evaluating its planning strategies, IRS sets desir- 
able compliance levels and then determines the audit coverage 
needed to acnieve those levels by using curves that relate 
audit coverage to compl iance . At the time of our review, 
these curves related compliance data obtained from TCMP au- 
dits of 1963, 1965, 1969, and I;971 tax returns -with prior 
years * audit coverages. In those years, all audits were 
done by district offices and so the audit coverage figures 
used in plotting the curves represented IRS' total audit of- 
fort. 

S-irtce-19723 however, many audits have been done by serv- 
ice centers. Because most of these audits do not fall within 
IRS’ more restrictive definition -of “audit,” their impact on 
compliance has been virtually ignored by IRS in its planning. 
For example, if IRS decides that -it wants to achieve a com- 
pliance level of 85 percent in the low bus'ness class, it 

-  _ 

---e--v- -m----  

&/Tne University of Chicago Law Review: ‘Jolume 34, number 2; 
1967. 
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refers to the appropriate curve to determine the audit covec- 
age needed to meet that goal. Assuming that the curve shows 
4 percent coverage is needed and that 4 percent coverage 
represents 150,000 audits, IRS will develop a plan calling for 
150,000 district office audits of low business returns. IRS 
ignores the fact that many low business returns will be au- 
dited by the service centers. Although service center audits 
are conducted by mail, there is no reason to believe their 
impact on compliance differs substantially from the- impact 
of district office audits, especially since many district au- - 
dits are also handled by mail. The following table demrJn- 

strates the significance of service center audits. 

Audit performed-by --- -- 

Number of audits 
fl~c’~~~%!---“-F i seal year 

1974 1975 

Service centers 
District offices . 

712,000 1,322 ,‘OOO’ 
1,687,OOO 1,839,000 -I_-- ---- 

Total e 2,399,ooo ------ ~1161,000 

IRS- has recently begun considering the impact of service 
center .audits done under the DIP correspondence prsgram and 
told us that, for the 1977 edition of the long-range plan, it 
intended to consider the impact of audits done under three 
other service center programs--claims, Federal-State coopera- 
tive audit, and social security referral. According to IRS, 
the examinations done under -these four programs fall within 
its definition of “audit* because they involve a review of 
taxpayer records. These. four. programs, however, involved 
only 102,500 audits in fiscal year 1975--8 perce;lt of all 
service center audits that yeas. 

By omitting the impact of all service center audits in 
the planning process, IRS is overestimating the district of- 
fice resources required to meet its long-range compliance 
goals for individual returns. If all service center audits 

-. were included, fewer district off ice audits, and thus~ fewer 
district off ice examiners, would be needed to attain those 
goals. IRS could then either decrease the number of examiners 
it planned to hire or redirect its resources to other types 
of rg:turns such a.s- corporate, estate, gift, excise, or em- 
ployment. 

In other words, if IRS determines that it needs to audit 
150,000 low business returns to achieve 85 percent compliance 
and if it knows from past experience chat the service centers 
may audit about 5~~000 low business returns, then it should 
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plan for only 100,000 district office audits and determine its 
staffing needs accordingly. 

i 
i 
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Need for computerizixthe planning process -e---m -v-e e-m- 

IRS evaluates its strategies in -terms .of expected com- 
pliance and yield and then selects one of them for implemen- 
tation, Its evaluation has been basically a manual one which 
has limited the number of strategies that could be considered. 
We discussed with IRS officials how computerizing the process 
would allow for the evaluation of more strategies and the in- 
troduction of a wider range of factors into each strategy. 

IRS has since begun automating its planning process. 

CORCLUSIONS 

Overall, the method used by IRS to’ develop its long- 
range strategy represents an imaginative approach for dealing 
with this complex matter.. IRS has expended considerable sf - 
fort and used sophisticated analytical techniques to aid it 
in identifying problem areas, developing alternative. solu-- 
tions to these problems, and determining what it considers to 
be the “best” solution, given existing constraints. The proc- 
ess can be improved, however. 

Because IRS’ main concegn. in recent years has been the 
general decline in voluntary compliance and because it does 
not know exactly how audit coverage and other factors affect - 
compliance, it should emphasize research in this area. Many 
questions need to be. resolved. 

--The deterrent effect of an audit on future compliance. 

-W -The extent, if any, of the so called “ripple” effect. 

--The effect of approaches other than enforcement on 
compliance. 

. _. .~ --- 
‘IRS should include the impact of service center audits in 

measuring the relationship between audit coverage and compli- 
ance and in establishing resocr’ce requirements. In our opin- 
ion, these audits do affect ccdnpliance because, like audits .: 
done by the district office, they involve IRS contacting 
taxpayers about problems on their returns. In that respect, 
if an audit initiated by a. service center is transferred 
to a district office, at the. taxpayer ‘s request for example, &- 
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it is considered a district office audit and thus is corsid- 
ered to have an impact on compliance. If the audit ia ini- 
tiated and closed by the service center it is considered to 
have no impact on compliance. We do not believe that an au- 
dit's impact will vary simply because the taxpayer's contact 
is with a service center rather than a district office. 

Finally, by computerizing the planning process IRS could 
increase the number of options that can be considered during 
tne process. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TQ THE COdMISSIONER -------------I.--- -----I_- 
OF INTERNAL REVENUE ---------- 

We recommend that IRS: 

--Expand and accelerate its research into factors which 
influence compliance, including those external factors 
identified in its previous study. 

._ a.' --Modify its planning process to include the impact of 
service center audits. . . . . . _. 

--Computerize its planning process. 

IRS COKMEWTS AND OUR EVALUATION --------------_I--- 

IRS plans to continue searching for economical ways to 
assess internal and external factors influencing voluntary 
compliance and will not hesitate to seek additional funds 
for this purpose as promising methodologies are identified. 

IRS told us that it had executed a -contract for an out- 
side contractor to develop a computer program that will en- 
able a rapid evaluation of multiple alternative planning 
strategies, IRS expected the program to be available for 
use in developing the 1977 edition of its long-ranqe plan. 

IRS did not agree that it should include the impact of 
all service center audits on compliance because - -- - -~ ~.~ 

--most .of these audits, such as those done under the 
unallowable, items and head of household prog:ams, do 
not require examination of the taxpayer's books and 
records and thus do not fall within IRS' definition 
of "audit," 

._ 

--it is difficult to estimate the workload by audit 
class that these audits would generate in any given 
year, and 
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--IRS doubts that these audits, in total, have the same 
overall effect on compliance as do regular audits. 

We believe that IRS is being too restrictive in defin- 
ing “audit” for planning purposes. From a practical stand- 
point, the average taxpayer would, in our opinion, consider 
himself audited if he were to receive a letter from IRS say- 
ing that a review of his return indicates that he has claimed 
an unallowable item or has erroneously used the head-of- 
household tax rate and that he can either justify what he 
did or pay the additional tax. 

We believe that IRS is seeking unnecessary preciseness 
in its planning process by claiming that it would.be diffi- 
cult to estimate the workload that service center audits 
would generate. True, it would be difficult to estimate 
the precise workload 3ut we do not expect precision. We 
look upon IRS’ planning process as providing direction for 
the audit program, and, in our opinion, that direction could 

_ be improved if a reasonable estimate of the impact of-serv- 
ice center audits were included. 

IRS expressed doubt that service center audits, in total, 
have the same overall.effect on compliance as do regular au: 
dits. There is no hard evidence to support this doubt, how- 
ever, and, in fact, IRS has acknowledged that it needs to 
know more about the factors that affect compliance. Al though 
service center-audits may not have the same effect as regular 
audits on compliance, there is ample re%%ii to believe that 
their effect is substantial. 

_.. : 

I 

IRS measures compliance in terms of dollars; the more a 
taxpayer underreports his tax liability, the lower the com- 
pliance rate. If a taxpayer underreports his tax liability 
by $100 because of an unallowable item, for example, the 
effect on the compliance rate is the same as it would have 
been if the underreporting had been caused by the taxpayer 
claiming travel expenses that he could not adequately sup- 
port. In truth, the average service center audit involves 
less additionai-tax than-thsaverage district office audit so -~ ~~ 
that the effect of a service center audit on compliance could 
be considered less than the.effect.of a district office audit. 
On the other hand, the service center audits in question are, 
in IRS’ words, 'designed to correct specific items which can 
be readily identified as being erroneous,” while many dis- 
trict office audits involve expenses claimed by the taxpayer 
for which he has inadequate’ support--an issue which is not 
always cut and dried but often a matter of judgment. Thus, . G 

l . 4-  
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a taxpayer who has had his return adjusted by the service 
center for an unallowable item or thp like might find it 
easier to understand his error and comply in the future 
than would a taxpayer who had had his return adjusted by 
the district office hecause of inadequate support. In this 
respect, the effect on compliance of service center audits 
might even be greater than that of district office audits. 

On October 19 and 20, 1976, we talked to IRS officials 
about service center audits. They noted that the recently 
enacted Tax Reform Act of 1976 ($0 Stat. 1703) prescribed 
different procedures for handling unallowable items. The 
act refers to these items as clerical errors and calls for 
them to be handled the same as mathematical errors. IRS 
wondered whether this revision would make our recommenda- 

** tion moot. They also restated their position that it is 
difficult to estimate the workload that service center au- 
dit programs would generate in any given year. 

We pointed out that the change in the tax law only re- 
lates to unallowable items and that the service centers will .. . 
still be contacting taxpayers about problems on their returns 
under other audit programs. Also we recognized the difficulty 
in precisely estimating service center audit workload but ax- 
pressed the belief that such'precision is unnecessary for 
planning purposesz. 

IRS acknowledged that service center audits do have some 
impact on compliance but expressed uncertainty as to the ex- 
tent of that impact. It agreed to consider that question in 
conjunction with any assessment it makes of the internal and 
external factors affecting voluntary compliance. Based on 
its findings, it will tnen determine the extent to which it 
should modify its long-range planning process to include the 
impact of service center audits on compliance. 

NEED FOR IRS TO PROVIDE MORE INPORHATION --e----m- ---e---e--- 
IN SUPPORT OF ITS APPROPRIATION REQUESTS_ 

Each of the-planning-strategies IRS considered in devel- --- 
oping its fiscal year 1979 long-range plan called for dif- 
ferent compliance levels for different audit classes. The 
balanced strategy, for example , called for compliance levels 
ranging from 85 percent for the low business class to 96.7 
percent for the high nonbusiness class. Thus, IRS is saying 
that it expects certain classes of taxpayers to meet a higher 
standard of compliance thanlqther classes. 

I 
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Theae varying compliance standards arise because IRS is 
not only interested in compliance but also in yield. If IRS 
were interested only in compliance, it would pursue a 
strategy that calls for all classes to meet the same compli- 
ance standard. 

The question as to whether IRS should continue following 
a balanced strategy that calis for differing compliance levels 
or whether it would be practical to develop some other strat- 
egy is one that should be considered by the Congress in acting 
on IRS' appropriation request for audit manpower. IRS, how- 
ever, does not provide the Congress with the information nec- 
essary to address that question. 

In the justification for its fiscal year 1976 appropria- 
tion request, for example, IRS stated that its fiscal year 
1976 audit program was based on a long range strategy which 
would raise the overall level of voluntary compliance, with 
particular emphasis on those audit classes which have a rel- 
atively low level of compliance. The justification d.',d not 
include information on the specific basis for the request; 
namely, the audit strategies considered by IRS, the strategy 
selected and why, and the actual and anticipated compliance 
levels. 

If the Congress knew the.basis for IRS' request and the 
long-range compliance levels IRS wanted to achieve, it would 
be better able to evaluate that request and decide whether 
-it wanted to commit the resources necessary to achieve those 
cdmpliance goals or whether it wanted the goals revised. 

IRS comments and our evaluation - ----- ---- 
We had recommended that IRS, in its appropriation re- 

quests, state the compliance levels it desires to achieve 
and directly relate these objectives to the requested ap- 
propriation. IRS took exception to this proposed recommen- 
dation by noting tnat it (1) does not have the necessary data 
to reliably predict the resultant levels of compliance for 
all types and classes of returns examined, such as corporate, 
gift, and excise tax returns , and (3) is-unable to measure 
compliance within a fiscal year. 

IRS apparently misinterpreted our recommendation. First, 
we were directing our recommendation only at individual re- 
turns since that is the subject of this report and IRS does 
have the necessary data to reliably predict compliance levels 
for individual returns. Second, we did not intend, by our 
recommendation, to suggest that IRS measure compliance with- 
in a fiscal year. What we intended to suggest was that IRS 
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give the Congress the benefit of the planning and thinking 
behind its appropriation request, as it dpplies to individual 
returns. In other words, IRS should let the Congress know 
what long-range planning strategies it considered, why it 
selected the strategy it did , what the most recent TCMP-based 
compliance levels are, what leveis it hopes to achieve in 
the long run as a result of the selected strateglt, and how 
the current appropriation request relates to that long- 
range plan. 

. As an exa.nple of the type of information that we think 
would be helpful to the Congress in understanding and evalua- 
ting IRS’ appropriations request, IRS, in commenting on the 
fact that the balanced strategy called for differing compli-- 
ante levels , told us that 

-* l * because of rescurce constraints, IRS is 
forced to accept differing levels of compliance c 
among [audit ] classes. Moreover, IRS believes that 
in some low compliance classes, other means such as 
taxpayer assistance, ed’nzation and corrective legis- .. . 
lation could prove more cost effective in improving 
compliance than large increases in audit coverages.* -- = -r*- 

The recommendation in our draft waS addressed to IRS. 
However, because we believe that more detailed information 
would assist the Congress in evaluating IRS’ appropriation 
request and because the Congress must ultimately decide 
whether it needs and wants that information, we are now 
addressing our recommendation to the Congress. 

Recommendation to the Congress ----i-a -e-c_ 

We recommend that the Congress request IRS to provide, . . 
as part of its appropriation request, detailed information 
on the planning and thinking behind its request, such as 
the various strategies considered, the strategy selected, 
and the long-range goals associated with the strategy. 

- --- 



CHAPTER 6 ----a-- 
HOW IRS DETERMINES THE NUMBER AND TYPES OF RETURNS w--- -------- ----------a- --- 

TO BE AUDITED BY DISTRICT OFFICES--ANNUAL PLAN --__--------------------_I----- 

vJith input from the national, regional, and district 
offices, the Internal Revenue Service develops plans for the 
coming fiscal year --the first step toward meeting its long- 
range goals. 

The ultimate goal is to have a viable plan for each dis- 
trict while keeping the total of the 58 district plans as 
closely alined with the original national plan as possible. 

t 
I 
I 

f I I. -- 

NATIONAL OFFICE ----- 

Annually, the national office prepares two work plans-- 
a “base” plan, which assumes a carryover of current staffing 
levels, and an “expansion*’ plan, which assumes congressional 
approval of additional audit staff. Both plans show by au- 
dit class the number ‘of re,turns expected to be filed, the 
percent audit coverager the rates of examination (the number 
of returns that can ..be examined in a direct examination 
staff-year &/) for -both revenue agents and tax auditors, the 
number of returns to be examined by agents and auditors, and 
the number of- agent and auditor direct examination staff-years 
needed. The &an does nqt ,refe.r to dollars, just numbers of 
audits and staff-years. 

The national office allocates a portion of its plan to 
each of the seven regions, as illustrated by the following 
example. 

Assuming that its plan calls for the audit of 100,000 
medium nonbusiness returns, the national office, by refer- 
ence to DIF scores for returns filed in the prior year t de- 
termines the score to which it must go to get the returns 
needed--referred to as the cutoff score. If the cutoff score 

,is. 250, the national office, by reference to regional DIF 
scores for the prior year, determines t he-number of returns 
in each region with scores of 250 or above. 

--------------- 

A/A direct examination staff-year indicates the time spent 
.actually examining returns. The remaining time is spent 
‘on activities, such as leave, training, or taxpayer service. 
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Pae plan is then allocated to each tegion'in the same 
proportion that the number of returns in the region at or 
above the cutoff score bears to the number of returns na- 
tionwide at or above that score. 

By using 3IF scores, which are indicators of audit po- 
tential and taxpayer compliance, the national office can 
identify those areas where there is apparently a greater 
degree of noncompliance and where a greater percentage of 
taxpayers would have to be audited to improve compliance .- 
In other rJords, if two regions have the same number of 
returns filed and if one region has 20 percent of all the 
returns above the cutoff score while the other region has 
10 percent, it would indicate that compliance in the first 
region is lower than in the second. By allocating on the 
basis of DIP scores, the national office provides for more 
audits in the region with the apparently lower compliance. 
This initial allocation is referred to as the optimal base 
plan. 

After the optimal base plan is developed, the national 
off ice determines whether each region has sufficient staff 
tc meet its plan- If a region has more or less staff than 
needed, the national office revises the plan accordingly. 

Tne following table shotis for each region the diffes- 

. . 

ence between the number of audits to be done in fiscal year 
1975 under the revised base plan and the number that should 
nave been under an optimal staffing allocation (optimal base 
plan).. 

--- 
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Taose staffing imbalances result in some taxpayers being 
audited or not audited merely because of the area in which 
they live. iksing 'zhe medium nonbusiness class as an example, 
IRS' revised base plan called for mid-Atlantic region tax _ _- .- . 
auditors to audit cf7e rsLllrns of 13,378 more taxpayers than 
they would have iC there weie no imbalance and called fo: 
western region tax auditors to audit the returns of 40,232 
less taxpayers then they vould have if there were no imbalance. 
Put another way, the returns of .many taxpayers in the mid- 
Atlantic region would be audited event though their DIF scores 
indicated a relatively high degree of compliance while the 
returns of many taxpayers in the western region would not be 
audited even though their DIF scores indicated a lesser de- 
gree of compliance. 

To increase compliance thrc-lgh more audits, IRS often 
asks tne Congress to approve additional audit staff. When 
the Congress does, IRS tries to correct staffing imbalancek. 

To account for the additional staff, the national office 
develops an expansion plan \Irith new figures for the number 
of returns to be examined for each audit class. Just as for 
tne oase plan, DIP scores are used to allocate the expansion 
plan among the seven regions, with the only difference being 
that new cutoff scores are computed to accotint for the addi- 
tional returns to ne audited. 

After computing the revised number of audits f3r each 
region, the.national .office then determines in what regions 
the new employees should be placed to aThieve a better bal- 
ance between the number of audits that should be done in a 
region and the staff available to do them. In tr:e fiscal 

-year 1975 expansion plan, a better balance yas achieved 
than in the base plan. 

____ 
?mrtn Ar:antlc -17.6 -7.6 16.d 1.5 
(id-Atlantic 21.4 30.3 - --- 
5outneast -il.r) -5.6 -3.1 3::: 
L‘entrai -6.0 -4.J 

152:: 
2.: 

.Y1duest -4.0 1.1 
southwest 12.2 -2.3 13.7 1.4 
restern -16.2 -6.5 -112.3 y-47.3 

3,1ne xmec of tax auditor direct eraamation staff-years was 

- sci.: -2.: ~etow optmum an the western reqron oecause, ac- 
:“rJil: :o 1:-s, tne allocataon of addltlonal tax auditors to 
en.lt :e~:~n es COnStraIfled Dy the aolllty of the region to 
recrJ!-. tram. and dosorb a greater numoer of tax audttors 
in ane trsc3& -year. 
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Before the start of tne fiscal year, both the base and 
expansion regional plans developed by the national office 
are sent to the regions. These plans are not firm but are 
proposals which the regions can revise with justification.- 

REGIONAL OFFICE -- 

The mid-Atlantic-, southwest, and western regions used 
differing procedures in developing their fiscal years 1974 
and 1975 plans. 

Mid-Atlantic region --- 

Like the national office, this region generally used 
DIF scores to allocate both fiscal year plans to the dis- 
tricts. Allocation of low nonbusiness returns to be examined 
by revenue agents was based on district experience rather 
than DIF scores because such returns are normally audited 
by revenue agents only as related pickups. The region did 
not adjust any of the national office figures before allocat- 
ing. its elan+ ., . ~. ,. . . I. _ . . 

Unlike the national office, the region did not adjust 
its allocations to the district to account for staffing im- 
bal antes: it instructed each district to make pro rata adjust- 
ments if staff-years available were more or less than called 
for in the plan. : ., 

Southwest region' 

This region also allocated its plans to each district 
on the basis of DIF scores. 

f Western region 

This region's proceJures differed greatiy from those 
0: the mid-Atlantic and southwest regions, and its proce- 
dures in fiscal year 1974 differed from those in 1975. 

It did not adjust the national office's proposed direct 
examination staff-years or examination rates before making 
these allocations, and it did not adjust the allocations for 
staffing imbalances. The region instructed the districts 
to make pro rata adjustments for tax auditor imbalances in 
the 1974 plan, it did not provide any guidance for correct- 

-ing revenue agent-imbalances in the 1974 plan or tax auditor 
and revenue agent imbalances in the 1975 plan. -- -- - 
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Tne region did not allocate its fiscal year 1974 plan 
to-the districts. Instead, it advised them of the sr?ff- 
years available a-nd the examination rates proposed by *ftio 
national office and asked them to prepare their own plans. 

In 1975 the region allocated its plan to the districts. 
Before doing so, it adjusted the number of direct examina- 
tion staff-years proposed by the national office apparently 
because of a different projection of available staff within 
the region and adjusted the national office's proposed b 9 
examination rates -in -all audit classes for revenue agents 
and in the nonbusiness audit classes for tax auditors. The 
rates used were the higher of either the region&l'&rerage 
or the district office rate experienced during the first 8 
months of fiscal year 1974. 

The region allocated its plan on the-basis of staff 
-distribution within the re\?ion. For example, the Los Angeles 
district had 40.8 percent of the available revenue agent 
staff-years, and it was allocated 40.8 percent of-the revised' 
regional plan for each audit class. . . 

The staff allocation system used by the western region* 
unlike the DIZ allocation system used by the other two re- 
gions, does not isolate any district imbalances between 
staff needed and staff available. We al-lmzated the western 
region's plan on the basis of DIF scores and found that the 
Los hn5eles district's share under the staff allocation sys- 
tem was about 43,000 returns less than it would have been 
under the DiF allocation system. Specific examples of re- 
gional imoalances follow. : 

--The Portland district was allocated 2,800 medium 
nonbusiness returns more and the Los Angeles district 
was allocated about 13,500 returr.s less thar! coult3 
have been allocated using DIF scmes. 

--- 
--The Reno and Seattle districts were allocated about 

325 and 450 medium business refurns more and the 
Los Angeles district- was allocated about 875 fet.ucns 
less than would have been allocated using DIF scores. 

e--w 

Like the national office's plan for the regions, the 
regions' plans for the districts are not firm but, rather, 
are proposals to'be used by the districts in developing 
tneir plans. 
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DISTRICT OFFICE 

1 
We reviewed the procedures followed by the Baltimore 

i 
district in the mid-Atlantic region, the New Orleans and 
Cheyenne districts in the southwest region, and tne Los ! Angeles district in the western region in developing their 

1 plans. 

1 Generally, all four districts used data compiled from 
i . --. 
I 

past audit experience, such a:; actual examination rates and 
nonexamination time and considered such other factors as . 
local conditions, available staff, and the experience of 
the staff. 

I 

f 
I 
I 

I 
f 

Los Angeles apd New Orleans used local statistics such 
as dollar yield per return and the no-change rate per audit 
class _ to develop their plans. Plans developed using these 
statistics were, in some-'cases, inconsistent with national 
office compliance ob,, <+ctives because staff was shifted from 
the lesser to th& better complying taxpayer classes. For 
example, in fiscal year 1975 the Los Angeles district re- 
duced the staff in@ proposed by the region for low business 
returns, the worst compliance class, by 4;1 direct examina- 
tion staff-years because it’had experienced low yields and 
high no-change rates in that class. Conversely, the .dis- 
trict increased the staffing proposed by the region for 
medium nonbusiness returns, the best compliance class, .. 
by 9.2 direct examination staff-years because that class 
was one of the best producers in the dibtrict. 

Cheyenne and .New Orleans did not aliocate their plans 
to the examination branches or groups within the district 
in either 1974 or 1975. Baltimore allocated its 1974 pian 
to the branch level and-its 1975 plan to the branch level 
for revenue agents and to the group level for tax auditors. 
Los Angeles allocated its plan to the branch and group 
levels in both fiscal years. 

I 
-. --- 

The national off ice and two of the three regions &lo- 

1 
cated their. work plans to the next management level on the 
basis of DIF scores. Neither of the two districts that 

\ allocated their plans to the branches or groups used DIF 
scores to do so; instead, the plans were allocated on 
the basis of available staff. 

In 1974; IRS made a workload study to determine the 
staffing imbalance at the group (post of duty) level. This 
study involved comparing the staff available with the staff 
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needed to examine the number of returns that should be exa- *-1. 
mined. According to mid-Atlantic regional and Lcs Angeles .a -- -_ 
district officials, however, the results were invalid because 
of incomplete--or erroneous da+:a. 

Conclusions _ _ 

Questions often arise as to why a-greater percentage 
of taxpayers in one class or geograpnical area are audited 
than in another class or area. The primary reason is that 
IRS studies and statistics show compliance is worse in 
some classes or geographical areas than in others. 

Although its basic goal is to direct its audit effort 
wnere most needed for compliance, IRS is faced with im- 
balances between the number of audits that should be done and 
the staff available to do them and must adjust its plan ac- 
cordingly. Such imbalances result in some taxpayers being 
audited or not'.audited merely because of where they reside. 
Tile national office and some regions were trying to isolate 
these imbalances and correct them , but one region included 
in our review was not. Furthermore, none of the four dis- 
tricts were using DIP scores-to isolate imbalances in their 
posts of duty, althougn IRS did take an unsuccessful step 

- in that direction in 1974. . 

DIF scores are available by djstrict and post of duty 
and should be used to identify compliance problems. The 
regions and districts would then be in a position to realine _ 
their staffs to correct imbalances. . 

_ -.. 
Some districts use no-change and direct yield rates 

from regular audits in developing their work plans. Such 
statistics should not be used because (1) returns audited 
by tne districts under their regular audit programs, un- 
like returns audited under TCMP, are not randomly selected 
and thus do not reflect complia?ce for all district tax- 
payers and (2) plans developed on the basis of such statis- 

_- t--are not-in consonance with the national plan. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE COMMISSIONER ---m 
OPINIXRNAL IEVENU~ 

- 

We recommend that IRS take action to achieve unifor- 
r,ity among .-egions and districts in developing their work 
p& ans. Such uniformity should include e use of DIF scores 
to identify imbalance= between work nec,zd iicd staff avail- 
aole and should eliminate the use of data wni-h is not repre- 
sentative of compliance characteristics or patterns. 
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I 
! IRS COMMENTS AND OUR EJALUATIOC 

IRS said that for fiscal year 1977 it would begin phas- 
ing in an allocation procedure to provide more uniformity 
in developing work plans. Tne allocation model, according 
to IRS, will include DIF cutoff scores and other cf iteria ._ -8 p 
to identify workload and staffing requirements for each 
district on a uniform basis. IRS added that: 

i --“Fiscal year 1977 represents the first step to adjust 
the present staffing imbalances but due to budgetary 
constraints, optimum allocations will not be possible 
until fiscal year 1978 at the very earliest.” 

1. 
--*The fiscal year 1978 Examination Plan will be de- 

veloped by the National Office showing the optimum 
district and reglonal staffing based on the alloca- 
tion &ode1 . District ~staffing can then be adjusted 
and balanced writh the workload to the highest degree 
possible.. There may be instances where imbalanc.es 
could continut beyond fiscal year 1978 where some 
districts’ attrition is so low as to require a 
longer term phase in to achieve optimum staffing. 
The only alternative to tnis would be mandatory 
transfer. of personnel which is an expensive alter- 

! 

native that may have to be’ faced as the situation 
occurs.” 

4 

--“It should be recognized that balanced staffing is 
* * * not under complete control of the Service. 

Budget reductions have [an] impact where attrition- ..; . 9 
losses rather than workload control or constrain re- 
allocation capability. * 

, . . 
IRS also agreed that no-change and direct-yield data 

from regular audits should not be used exclusively in de- 
veloping work plans. It did note, however, that an indi- 
cation of the effectiveness of resource allocation to 
the dist~could: be ootained from their average C-ax ~- 
change experience but only in conjunction with ether var i- 
abl es, such as staffing limitations and staff-hours per 
return. Then, according to IRS, allocation of rescurces 
to meet workload requirements , as determined Cy DIF scores, 
could be supplemented in districts exhibiting marked de- . 
viations of yield. ule recognize that instances may arise 
when it w.>uld be appropriate to supplement or revise a 
district’s resource allocation on the basis of its yield 
experience. We would not object to such action provided 

G- 

it was consistent with IRS’ long- and short-range goals. 
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UIPLEMENTING THE ANNUAL PLAN --------------__------- 

IRS establishes long-range goals and develops a plan 
to meet these goals through a lengthy- systematic process 
involving many organizational levels. In-fiscal year 1974, 
however, IRS deviated from its goals by using the additional 
examiners authorized by the Congress to audit returns of tax- 
payers least needing attention. In effect, IRS concentrated 
on completing a specific number of audits instead of concen- 
trating on returns from taxpayers with the worst compliance 
record. 

IRS' commitment to the Congress ------------I------ --- 

On September 17, 1913, the national office instructed 
each region to expand the fiscal year 1974 plan because 
the Congress was about to authorize additional revenue 
agents and tax auditors. These instructions noted that the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue "has given us an objective 
tc not only examine.more returns than we accomplished in 
fiscal year 1973, btit also to increase the number of examina-' 
ti0ns in rafation to filings , and to do so on a quality 
basis. - IRS justified its budget request for additional 
staff in 1974 by no?ing that: 

--Many more tax.returns would be examined among all 
classes of taxpayers. . . . . . 

--The program would concentrate on raising the rate 
of voluntary reporting in low compliance classes 

..- while keeping adequate presence in the higher com- 
pliance classes and in high yield tax change classes, 

--Amut 306,000 additional tax returns would be exa- 
mined. 

--The additional staff woo;.3 result in addit.ional tax 
assessments of about $250 million. 

The A%ista%t Cbknissioner for Compliance testifgd --- 
before a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropria- 
tions that 1,': 

------------ 

;/Hearings Refore the Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal 
Service, and General Government of the House Committee 
on Appropriations, 93d Congress, 1st sess., 522 (1973). 
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, -* * * the projection for fiscal year 1973 
is a coverage of 1.9 [percent] for incocsz ._ 
estate, and gift tax returns. We intend - -.. ..- 
to examine 1,668,OOO returns of all types. 
With the budget request for fiscal year 
1974, we expect to get a coverage of 2.3 
[percent], and we will examine close to 2 
million returns. This will indicate an 
increase in both [revenue agent and tax 
auditor ] examinations. 

“In connection with [tax auditor] examina- 
tions, we will 5? examining more low busi- 
ness returns. n 

In an- effort tc ntqet its commitment to the Congress, the 
national office issued a memorandum on November 30, 1973, to 
ali regions on ways to meet the expanded 1974 plan. The mem- 
‘orandum listed contingency plans in order of priority that 
could be ‘put in rotion if you start to fall irreversibly 
short of planned objectives.’ The contingency plans kvolved: - 

1. Adjusting the interview/correspondence mix= for non- 
business returns examined by tax auditors from the 
75/25 objective (but not to exceed 70/30). 

r . . 

I 1 

I I 1. -- I-,. 

4. Reducing th+-planned &ax auditor staff-year allo- _. 
cations to the individual low business class but 
only after the adjustment permitted in 2 above 
had been made to the maximum extent possible. 
Because of the high noncomplianca problem in this 
class, IRS hesitated to permit this deviation 
and asked that such -action be taken only as a 
last resort. 
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2. aeducing the planned tax auditor staff-yeas appli- 
cations to the high nonbusiness and the medium 
and high business classes for the second half oC 
the. fiscal year and reallocating them, t~.,i+e re- 
maining nonbusiness classes. 

3. Postponing unit III training for tax auditors re- 
cruited for fiscal year 1974 until 1975, unless 
such training was necessary to accomplish the 
business returns program. 

R 
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This memorandum, in steps two and four.-allowed the re- 
gions to deviate from the developed work plan for individual . . 
returns by directing tax auditor examinations primarily 
toward the less time-consuming low and medium nonbusiness 
returns. 

RS accomplishments --- in fiscaf_year -- 1974 

IRS met its expanded fiscal year 1974 plan for ind ivi- 
dual returns by the following percentages. 

Percent of plan accosished (note a) ------a -- 

Revenue agents 
and tax 1969 vo;zz- 

-Revenue Tax audi tots tary cou- 
Audit class auditors combined --a- agents -- pliance rate 

~ 
(percent) 

Nonbusiness: .' - . 

Low, standard 5,156 117 119 95.2 I 
Low, itemized 187 116 119 88.5 
Medium 187 l?. 3 120 96.1 
High 99 53 86 94.1 

Business. . 
LOW io5 87 92 68.7 
Medium 125 125 125 87.8 
High 101 44 94 91.2 

a/-See app. VI for a compariSon of the number of audits 
planned with the number actually done by region in fis- 
cal year 1974. 

Our analysis of statistical data showed that: 

--Audits of individual returns in fiscal year 1974 in- 
creased by 278,100 over fiscal year 1973--232,800 -- were-made by-x auditcrs (a 20-percent increase 
over 1973) and 46,.000 w.ere made by rewenue agents 
(a 17-percent increase over 1973). 

---bf the 232,100 increase in the number of audits by 
tax auditors, 208,000, or 90 percent, were in the 
medium nonbusiness class. Interestingly, IRS 

- 
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statistid’s show that this class of return has the 
highest level of voluntary compliance among all 
the classes of individual -returns% .--Conversely, 
in the low business class which, according to IRS 
statistics, has the worst voluntary compliance level 
by far, the number of audits actually decreased 
between 1973 and 1974. 

According to IRS statistics for fiscal year 1974, it 
took 2 to 3 times longer to audit a low business return than 
it did to audit a medium nonbusiness return and a>Jdits of 
medium nonbusiness returns yielded between $21 and $46 more 
per staff-hour than did audits of low‘business returns. It 
appears that IRS, to meet its commitments to do more audits 
and generate additional assessments, directed its audit ef- 
fort to the areas producing the best yield in the time avail- 
able. F 
Conclusions 

To meet its.commitment to the Congress for additional 
audits and assessments, IRS deviated from its annual plan. 
Instead of directing its increased aydit effort where it 
would do the most ‘good from a compliance standpoint, IRS 
directed it to the medium income nonbusiness taxpayer who 
has historically been the best complier. Such action is 
counterproductive to achieving IRS’ compliance goals. 

Recommendation to the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue _ -- 

We recommend that IRS avoid further “pushes“ to com- 
plete audits by refraining from committing itself to a 
specific number of audits or dollar amount of assessments 
to justify its request for additional staff. 

IRS comments 

IRS agreed that workload data, in terms of audits or 
dollars assessed, -shown in--the-budget submission should be 
considered estimates of objectives that may be accomplished 
and not objectives that will be accomplished. IRS noted 
that the fiscal year 1974 congressional budget request used 
the word “will” in relation to the number of examinations 
resulting from the increased manpoklr requested but that 
the narrative in later years’ requests is phrased in terms 
of "we expect to." IRS noted also that the Commissioner 
has expressed his desire to consider budget workload data 
in terms of estimates and not specific commitments. 
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THE ANWAL PLAN AS A QUOTA --- 

i3ecause the annual plan calls for a specific number of 
audits, it has of ten been equated with a quota system. IzS 
nas consistently denied that it Wa a quota for its exa- 
miners; others have consistent12 argued that it does. . _ 

vJe saw no evidence of quotas for individuaE examiners 
in tne four districts we visited. The work plaza was not be- 
ing allocated to individual examiners, and there were no 
indications that examiners uere being told co do a specific 
number of audits. Al though we - saw no evidence “Pf qcrotas. 
the question remains whether examiners feel pressured to 
complete as many audits as possible and whether that pres- 
sure, if any, is unreasonable. 

v3e asked examiners and group managers unat factors 
had the greatest bearing on performance evaluations. T&e 
factors examiners cited most were case time or number of 
cases closed, taxpayer relations, and audit quality. Grisap 
managers never referred to number of cases closed as a 
fa.ctor but often referred to case time. -Although audit 
qua1 ity is considered important, some examiners felt that 
the greatest emphasis is on completing cases and a few 
said this sometimes results in potentially lucratiwe area 
going unaudited and sometimes precludas more *audit emphasL2 
on unreported, income. 

.’ 

. 

Because IRS ' voluntary compl iance goals are pred i- 
cated on accomplishing a certain number of audits, it 
must be concerned that examiners spend enough tjme to 
cover tne most significant audi t issues fhercikafter re- . - 
ferred to as a quality audit) while not asting time on 
insignificant matters. While IRS cannot be faulted for * 
expecting its examiners to adhere to reasonable time con- 
straints, some examiners apparently believe that tbey are 
being pressured to adhere to unreasonable constraints a& 
that IRS is concerned with quantity to the detriment of 
qua1 ity. Certain facts, like the push to complete audits 
in 1974, lend credence to su?Z%elief; IXJ addressing t5e 
issues of quantity versus quslity and unreasonarble time 
constraints, we do not be1 dave that an annual #an. in 
and of itself, is the yr;ialem. A realistic plan CM pro- 
vide for a specific rumoer of audits witbout sacrificing 
quality. The inore appropriate question then is not 
whether IRS- should have an annual plan but whether the 
plan it .has is realistic. 
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The basic f- a= tors used in developing the annual plan are 

the examination rates --the number of examinations that can 
be done in a particular audit class during a direct examina- 
tion staff-year. If these rates, which are based on past 
experience, realistically reflect the average time it takes - 
to make a.quality audit, then there should be no conf 1 ict 
between quantity and quality and the examiners should not 
feel pressured. 

Problems arise when IRS deviates from its plan as it 
did in 1974 and as it intended to do again in 1975 as indi- 
cated by the following excerpt from a national office memoran- 
dum to each regional off ice. 

“While your plan has been approved, the 
.plans for district offices, on a National basis, 
are about 40,000 returns below the Commissioner I s 
stated objectives for FY 1975 or two percent of 
plan. We have no reservations that the addi- 
tional number of examinations can be accom- 
plished--within the present plan concept. In- 
stead of requesting a further revision of the 
plan, we will monitor on the basis of the Com- 
missioner’s objective anticipating 102 percent 
accomplishment of- total district plans.” 

To accompl’ish 102 percent of plan, IRS would have to 
make more examinations per direct examination staff-year, 
which would distort the examination rates that will be 
used in developing future annual plans. Tnis distort ion 
adds to the distortion caused by the deviation from the 
1974 plan, and any subsequent deviations will further com- 
pound the distortion. Thus, examination rates that may 
have been reasonable when first developed could very likely 
have become unreasonable. The examiner then faces a 
dilemma-- the desire to do a quality audit versus manage- 
ment’s desire to meet a plan that is based on examination 
rates that do not allow sufficient time for a quality 
audit. --- 

To resolve this dilemma and be in a better position 
to justify its annual ;?;lan and ‘the resultant time con- 
straints, IRS should evaluate the reasonableness of its 
examination rates and avoid actions that tend to distort 
those rates. This would seem to require a controlled 
study, for each audit class; of what constitutes a quality ’ 
audit and how long, on the average, it takes to do cne. 6 
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- The-results of such a study could also be used as a 
basis for conveying to examiners (1) what management con- 
siders to be a quality audit: that is, the depth of audit 
that management expects them to achieve, and (2; how the 
examination rates developed by management tie in to :hose 
expectations . The results, in effect, could be used as 
a basis for allaying examiners* concerns about quantity 
versus qua1 i ty . 

Because examination rates are based on the average 
time to do an audit, deviations from that rate caused by 
audit complexity and examiner experience. are to be expected. 
A particular average may be unachievable by certain exa- 
miners or groups of examiners while easily surpassable by 
others.. Thus, by allocating the plan down to the grow 
level, as is done in some districts, IRS could be placing 
unreasonable pressure on some groups. 

We recognize the need for allocating the annual work 
plan to districts and even ..i,n some cases to branches, 
especially those branches that have a diversified examina- . 
tion workload. We fail to see, however, a compel1 ing need 
to allocate the plan to the group level, as some districts 
do. The only apparent reason for doing so is to assist 
the groups in monitoring their progress. In our opinion, 
the returns program manager could take care of such monitor- 
ing on a distictwide basis as provided for in the IRS manual. 

Recommendations to the Commissioner 
Tinter nal Revenue ---- -- --- 

We recommend that IRS conduct a controlled study to 
evaluate the reasonableness of its examination rates and 
that it discontinue the practice in some districts of al- 
locating the annual plan to groups. 

IRS comments and our evaluation --e--e -------------------T- 

IRS agreed that annual audit plans should not be al- 
- ~located to the group level; -according-t+IRS, elimination 

of this practice was discussed at a June 1976 meeting of 
IRS’ Assistant Regional Commissioners responsible for audit. 

IRS did not agree with the need for a controlled study 
to evaluate the reasonableness of examination rates; it had 
an al terna tive approach. As we understand from discussions 
with Audit Division personnel, IRS’ approach, used in de- 
veloping its fiscal year 1977 revenue agent examination 
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rates, basically involved using the past 4 years’ experience, 
eliminating. the aberrational year, and computing an average 
for the remaining 3 years for each audit class in each dis- 
Cr ict. The average district rates for each audit class were 
then adjusted again to further eliminate aberrations--the 
result being a standard rate for each audit class. A pro- 
ductivity improvement factor was then added to any district 
average rate that fell below the standard; no improvement 
factor was added to an average tate that was above the 
standard . Under this approach, according to IRS, districts 
with higher average rates will be perinitted to concentrate 
on improved audit quality while districts witP lower rater 
will have to improve their efficiency. 

This approach should produce more reasonable revenge 
agent examination rates and, in conjunction with eliminat- 
ing the allocation of the annual plan down to the groups, - 
may help alleviate the apparently unreasonable pressure 
being felt by some examiners to Complete cases. We are 
not convinced, however, that the newly computed rates 
accurately reflect the time needed. to conduct a quality audit 
since there is no assurance that examiners, in any of the 
past 4 years, were ever afforded adequate time to do such 
an audit. -In other words, the newly computed rates might 
just te averages of previously unreasonable rates. Also, 
IRS’ new approach for computing examination rates only ap- 
plies to revenue agents. According to IRS, tax auditor 
examination rates for 1977 were computed by adding an im- 
provement factor to the average rate achieved by all tax 
auditors in 1976. 

vJe still believe that a controlled study is the only 
way to insure reasonable examination rates. Until such a 
study is undertaken, we be1 ieve that IRS, as a minimum, i 
should (1) convey to its examiners what management con- 
siders to be a quality audit: that is, the depth of audit 
that management expects them to achieve and how its examina- 
tion rates tie into those expectations and (2) solicit and 
recognize the comments of examiners on the reasonableness 
of the examination rates. _- --- 
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APPENDIX 1. APPENDIX I 

Department Of the Tfem.Ny / Internal Revenue Service / Washington, DC. 20224 

Commissioner AUG 10 1376 

Illr. Victor Lowe 
Director, General Government Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington. D. C. 20224 

Dear Mr. Lowe: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report to the Joint 
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation entirled, “Selection of Individual 
Income Tax Rrturns for Audit by the Internal Revenue Service. ” 

The report discloses that tests conducted by IRS anal GAOshow that 
the selection system. including manual screening, is generally effective. 
However. the report indicales a number of’aroas where improvements in --. 
the system can be made. In most instances. we are in agreement with these 
recommendations. Our comments regarding specific recommendations are 
enclosed with explanations in those situations where some disagreement 
exists. These are referenced to the zqplicable page number in the dikest 
and report. Also. we noted a number of editorial changes which we feel 
-should be made in the fir.al report. The changes are listed in Attachment A. 

(GAO notes 1 and 21 
We have also enclosed a current list of unallowable items (Attachment 33) 

for your information and have marked with an asterism. those new items that 
do not appear in Appendix I of the report. ln addition, two items (Job Seeking 
E-xpenses and Self-Emplo”yment Tax) are no longer included in the unallowable 
items program. However, at the time GAO began its audit, the list of [GAO note 31 
unallowable items as contained in Appendix I was complete and accurate. 

Finally, we would like to explain the voluntary compliance level 
(VCI 1 computations included in the report. Tile VCL, estimated by TCMP, 
used oy the Service at the time of the GAO report was computed by dividing 
total tax reported on returns filed by the sum of total tax reported on returns 
filed pius tax change. In computing “tax change”. total deficiencies (i, e., -- updeerpavnients of tax) were added. not netted, to-total overassesmentd 
(i. e.. o&erpayments of laxL=ntly, we reassessed this computation because 
it treated taxpayers who overpaid their tax as “noncompfiant”. We do not feel 
these taxpayers should be considered noncompliant for the purposes for which 
the I-CL. figure was used. Therefore. we have revised oszr computation 
so that taxpayers in a filing population who overpay their tax are . . dated 
as “complian:” for these purposes. Of c%rse. we still recognize.that 
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-Aese talrpayers have made an error on their rer~rrn, and thar w’t‘ ?ZLVC a 
responsibility to make refunds and CO help them avoid errors in ihrt 
future. Attachment C inciudes our revised voluntary compliance Zevels 
estimated from TCMP data and an explanation of the new equation being 
use& In this attachment, it appears that the csdmated voluntary-comp1ianc.e 
levels for all returns have been declining from one TCM? survq- TO the nesr. 
However, when sampling variability is taken into consideration, xese decline> 
(differences) are not signiicant at the 95% probability level (see -A:rak.hmcnt D). 
Only the differences for two audit classes are signific.ant depending on the 
years compared. [GAO note 4; 

We wollld appreciate the opportunity ot‘meering with you to discuss -. 
our comments on this report. My assistant, Tom Glynn. will follow up 
on this to arrange a meeting. 

With kind regards, 

Sinr:ercly. 

. - . 

.Enclosures 

i 
I GAO notes: 1. Some of IRS' comments have bee:q deleted because 

they pertained to points discussed in the .draft 
_ report but dropped from the final report or be- __ 

cause they were not directly pertinent to our 
findings, conclusions, or recommendat rons. 

2. IRS' editorial comments are not included as part 
of this appendix. The suggested changes have 
been incorporated in the report, where appro- 
priate. 

_ 

3. The current list of unallowable items is in- 
cluded in appendix II. 

--- 4. Attachment= C and D to the Commissionerls_-, _ 
1 ?tter are not .included in this agpenuix. The 
report has been revised to reflect IRS' change 
in computing voltintary compliance leveis. 

w. 
Page references in IRS' co.mments may not correspond to ?aqes 

.- in the final report. 

. . 
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